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SUMMARY

Although cellular tumor-suppression mechanisms
are widely studied, little is known about mechanisms
that act at the level of tissues to suppress the occur-
rence of aberrant cells in epithelia. We find that
ectopic expression of transcription factors that
specify cell fates causes abnormal epithelial cysts
in Drosophila imaginal discs. Cysts do not form cell
autonomously but result from the juxtaposition of
two cell populations with divergent fates. Juxtaposi-
tion of wild-type and aberrantly specified cells in-
duces enrichment of actomyosin at their entire
shared interface, both at adherens junctions as well
as along basolateral interfaces. Experimental valida-
tion of 3D vertex model simulations demonstrates
that enhanced interface contractility is sufficient to
explain many morphogenetic behaviors, which
depend on cell cluster size. These range from cyst
formation by intermediate-sized clusters to segrega-
tion of large cell populations by formation of smooth
boundaries or apical constriction in small groups of
cells. In addition, we find that single cells experi-
encing lateral interface contractility are eliminated
from tissues by apoptosis. Cysts, which disrupt
epithelial continuity, form when elimination of single,
aberrantly specified cells fails and cells proliferate to
intermediate cell cluster sizes. Thus, increased inter-
face contractility functions as error correction mech-
anism eliminating single aberrant cells from tissues,
but failure leads to the formation of large, potentially
disease-promoting cysts. Our results provide a novel
perspective on morphogenetic mechanisms, which
arise from cell-fate heterogeneities within tissues
and maintain or disrupt epithelial homeostasis.

INTRODUCTION

Epithelial morphogenesis is tightly regulated to allow epithelia to

act as barriers between exterior and interior environments and to

fulfill functions such as protection, secretion, or absorption.
Current Biolog
Epithelial morphogenesis relies on the coordinated interplay be-

tween cell fate, cell shape, and tissue remodeling [1–4]. Epithelia

thus need to eliminate aberrantly specified cells to prevent

disruption of tissue function or the occurrence of cancer. How-

ever, while aberrantly specified cells have been observed in tu-

mors, little is known about how aberrant fates contribute to

disruption of epithelial integrity.

In development, cell fates are specified by signaling pathways,

such as Wnt/b-catenin, transforming growth factor b (TGF-b)/

SMAD, Shh/Ci, or JAK/STAT. Strikingly, cells with altered Wnt/

b-catenin components give rise to abnormal epithelial cysts in

mouse models of colon cancer [5, 6]. Altered expression of

cell-surface molecules have been suggested to drive coordi-

nated invagination of mutant cells into cysts. InDrosophila imag-

inal discs, cell clusters mutant for Wnt/b-catenin and TGF-b/

SMAD components similarly disrupt epithelial continuity through

formation of cysts [7–10]. In contrast to the surface-molecule-

driven segregation of cell populations suggested to occur in

the mouse colon, cell-autonomous reduction in mutant cell

height has been implicated as direct cause of cysts in fly tissues

[9, 10].

Cyst formation in Drosophila epithelia is not restricted to

disruption of Wnt/b-catenin or TGF-b/SMAD signaling but was

observed for various unrelated genetic alterations [11–25]. While

cyst formation has severe consequences for epithelial function, it

is not understood what cellular mechanisms drive cyst formation

in these different contexts and if cyst formation is associated

with a biological function. We thus sought to identify the cell-bio-

logical processes and physical forces driving cyst formation

in Drosophila imaginal discs, which have been instrumental in

elucidating mechanisms controlling epithelial architecture in

development and disease.Wewanted to specifically understand

whether cell-autonomous shape changes [9, 10], expression of

cell-surface molecules [5], coordinated apical constriction [26],

or proliferation within a confined space [27] drive cyst formation

to elucidate how aberrant cells disrupt epithelial integrity.

RESULTS

Misexpression of Cell-Fate-Specifying Transcription
Factors Underlies Cyst Formation in Imaginal Discs
Imaginal discs mutant for the redundantly acting, homologous

tumor suppressor genes Posterior sex combs (Psc) and Sup-

pressor of zeste 2 (Su(z)2) contain epithelial cysts [21]. Psc and
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Figure 1. Ectopic Expression of Cell-Fate-Specifying Transcription Factors Causes Cysts

(A, C–J, L–N, P–Q) Wing disc pouch containing GFP-negative, Psc/Su(z)2XL26 clones (A–F; GFP is shown as green in A and C–F), or GFP-positive, fkh-expressing

(G–I), ci-expressing (J–M), and hoptumL-expressing (N–Q) clones (green in G–Q). Actin is shown in red or gray (A, C–I, J, L–N, P, and Q). Confocal xy sections at

54 hr (A, J, and N) and cross-sections (C–I, L, M, P, and Q) at 0, 30, and 54 hr after clone induction are shown.

(B) Scheme of position-independent cyst formation by Psc/Su(z)2XL26 and fkh+ clones (gray). Inset defines disc subregions, compartment boundaries (dotted

lines) and anterior, posterior, dorsal, and ventral axis.

(K and O) Scheme of position-dependent cyst formation by ci-expressing (K) and hoptumL-expressing (O) clones in regions where Hh/Ci (K) or JAK/STAT (O)

signaling (orange) is low.

Boxes in (J) and (N) frame clones whose cross-sections are displayed below. Arrowhead (P) points to endogenous tissue fold. Scale bars, 25 mm. See also

Figures S1 and S2.
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Su(z)2 encode Polycomb proteins, which epigenetically silence

cell-fate-specifying transcription factors during development

[28] and restrain proliferation by repressing JAK/STAT andNotch

signaling [21, 29]. FLP/FRT-induced cell clusters (‘‘clones’’) [30]

homozygous for a precise deletion of both Psc and Su(z)2 re-

tracted from the apical surface of wing imaginal discs (Figures

1A–1D) and formed cyst-like structures locating to the basal

side of the epithelium (Figures 1E and 1F). At late stages, many

Psc/Su(z)2 clones completely resolved contacts with wild-type

cells and gave rise to persistent, proliferating cysts encapsu-

lating an apical lumen (Movie S1).
2 Current Biology 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All righ
To test whether high rates of cell proliferation were responsible

for cyst initiation, we reduced proliferation in Psc/Su(z)2 cells by

interfering with the growth-promoting function of the Hippo/

Yorkie pathway. We created Psc/Su(z)2, yorkie double-mutant

clones and found that cysts still formed (Figures S1A–S1F).

These observations strongly imply that cysts are not a result of

spatial constraints imposed on proliferating Psc/Su(z)2 cells.

In addition to restraining growth, Polycomb activity represses

expression of numerous transcription factors involved in cell-fate

specification [28]. To test whether fate misspecification in

Psc/Su(z)2 clones underlied cyst formation, we individually
ts reserved
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overexpressed unrelated transcription factors silenced by Psc/

Su(z)2 (Figure S1M) using the GAL4/UAS flip-out system [30].

Intriguingly, ectopic expression of the forkhead-box transcrip-

tion factor fork head (fkh) involved in salivary gland morphogen-

esis (Figures 1G–1I and S2A–S2D) [31], the homeobox factor

Abdominal-B (AbdB) involved in segment specification (Fig-

ure S2F) [32], or the Runt-domain factor lozenge (lz) required

for hemocyte differentiation (see Figure S2F) [33] were each suf-

ficient to give rise to cysts. This suggests that ectopic activation

of Polycomb-silenced cell-fate-specifying transcription factors

may be sufficient to drive cyst formation in Psc/Su(z)2 clones.

Accordingly, downregulation of just one derepressed transcrip-

tion factor, like fkh or AbdB, in Polycomb mutant cells is insuffi-

cient to prevent cysts [12] (data not shown).

We wanted to test whether cysts are specific to transcription

factors silenced by Psc/Su(z)2, or to cell-fate misspecification

in general. We ectopically expressed randomly selected tran-

scription factors not regulated by Psc/Su(z)2 (Figure S1M).

Clones expressing the homeobox factor ultrabithorax (Ubx)

(see Figure S2F) or the Pax6-homolog eyeless (ey) (Figure S2J)

caused cysts in wing discs. Ectopic expression of cell-fate tran-

scription factors caused cysts in eye discs as well (Figures S2E

and S2H). In contrast, a transcription factor involved in cellular

growth (dMyc) [34] (Figures S2N and S2N0), transcription factors

dependent on co-factors for activity (pan, exd) [14, 35] (data not

shown), or a cytoplasmic protein characteristic of muscle fate

(Figure S2N0 0), did not cause cysts. Combined, these observa-

tions suggest that aberrant activity of transcription factors spec-

ifying cell fate underlies cyst formation in imaginal discs.

Because we observed significant levels of apoptosis in clones

overexpressing fkh (Figure S1I) or ey (Figure S6O), we tested

whether inhibiting apoptosis could prevent cysts. However,

neither co-expression of p35 nor dIAP1 prevented cysts (Figures

S1J–S1L). Similarly, activation of JNK signaling could not ac-

count for cysts, as Psc/Su(z)2 cysts still formed in discs mutant

for the JNK-kinase hemipterous (hep) (Figures S1G and S1H).

These results support that cell-fate misspecification, rather

than a secondary stress response, underlies cyst formation.

The transcription factors tested caused cysts independent of

clone position within the tissue (Figure 1B). Importantly, none

of them are endogenously expressed in wings. In contrast,

Wnt/b-catenin and TGF-b/SMAD mutant clones are reported to

give rise to cysts dependent on position within endogenous

signaling gradients (Figures S2P and S2Q) [7–10, 25]. While

Wnt/b-catenin and TGF-b/SMAD-dependent cell-autonomous

shape changes were suggested to cause cysts, we wanted to

test whether, instead, cell-fate misspecification in general drives

cyst formation. We thus generated clones activating down-

stream transcriptional effectors of the conserved patterning

pathways Hh/Ci (Figures 1J–1M) or JAK/STAT (Figures 1N–

1Q). We found that cubitus interruptus (ci)-expressing clones

maintained normal epithelial shapes in anterior compartments,

where Hh/Ci signaling is high (Figures 1J–1L). However, ci-ex-

pressing clones formed cysts in posterior compartments,

where repression of ci prevents Hh/Ci signaling (Figures 1J,

1K, and 1M) [36]. Likewise, expression of a dominant-active

JAK (hoptum-L), which activates STAT [37], induced cysts only

in pouch and notum regions of the disc, where JAK/STAT

signaling is low (Figures 1N–1Q).
Current Biolog
We found that misspecification within other patterning do-

mains caused position-dependent cyst formation. Whereas

vestigial (vg)-expressing clones gave rise to cysts in the hinge

and notum, homothorax (hth)-expressing clones did so in the

pouch. These patterns are complementary to endogenous re-

gions of expression, which specify the proximal-distal axis of

wing fates (Figures S2R and S2S). Ectopic expression of other

factors, such as Iro-C, salm, and omb, were previously

described to cause cysts in regions of low endogenous Iro-C,

Spalt, and Omb activity [23–25]. Moreover, expression of the

eye selector gene eyeless (ey) caused cysts in wings (Figure S2J)

but rarely in eyes (Figure S2L). Collectively, these observations

emphasize that cyst formation in imaginal discs represents a sur-

prisingly general response to cell-fate misspecification and is

driven by relative fate differences betweenmisspecified and sur-

rounding wild-type cells.

Cyst Formation Is Driven by Non-autonomous
Enrichment of Actomyosin at the Interface between
Misspecified and Wild-Type Cells
We then asked why cysts appear in response to the presence of

differently fated cells. We first wanted to understand whether

cyst formation is a cell-autonomous process, reflecting altered

cell shape caused by altered gene expression [9, 10]. To visu-

alize cell-autonomous changes, we generated wing discs where

the majority of cells expressed fkh by lengthening the heat

shock, thus increasing the likelihood of neighboring cells to acti-

vate the GAL4/UAS flip-out system [30]. While fkh-expressing

cells remained columnar, we were surprised to find that small

clusters of wild-type cells in the tissue retracted from the apical

surface and gave rise to cysts (Figures 2A and 2C and S2A0–
S2E0). Cyst formation of wild-type clones could also be induced

by overexpression of AbdB, Ubx, or ey (Figures 2B, S2G, S2I,

S2K, and S2M). Similarly, broad expression of ci caused wild-

type cysts, however, only in posterior compartments where

Hh/Ci signaling is low (Figure S2U). Our results therefore indicate

that cyst formation is not driven cell autonomously by misspeci-

fied cells, but instead by apposition of differently fated cells.

Consequently, we reasoned that cysts must form by a mecha-

nism acting at the misspecified wild-type cell interface (MWI).

To elucidate this mechanism, we analyzed cell adhesion, po-

larity, and cytoskeletal markers in early cysts. However, levels

and localization at interfaces of fkh-expressing or Psc/Su(z)2

cells were not consistently different to those at interfaces of

wild-type cells (data not shown). Actin enrichment at apical sur-

faces of invaginating cells is likely a consequence of apical

constriction, as it was seen in misspecified and wild-type cysts

(compare Figure 1H with Figures 2A and 2B).

Next, we focused on interfaces between different cell fates.

We found that phalloidin-labeling intensities of actin at MWI ad-

herens junctions of fkh-expressing clones were increased by

30%, even if some clones had not yet undergone invagination

(Figures 2D, 2E, S3N, S3P, and S3R). Importantly, we found

that, in addition, actin-labeling intensities were 40%higher at ba-

solateral MWI interfaces (Figures 2D, 2F, S3O, S3Q, and S3R). At

late stages of cyst formation, enrichment at the MWI persisted

(Figures 2E, 2F, and S3R). Increased actin was also detected

at the MWI of ey-expressing clones (Figure S3S) and when

wild-type cells formed cysts (Figures 2E, 2F, S2B0, S2D0, S2E0,
y 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 3



Figure 2. Cyst Formation Is Cell Non-autonomous and Correlates with Actomyosin Enrichment at the MWI

(A and B) xz cross-sections of wild-type clones 30 hr after induction of large domains of (A) fkh+- or (B) ey+-expressing cells (green). Actin in red or gray.

(C) Scheme of position-independent wild-type cysts surrounded by misspecified cells (green).

(D and G–I) xz cross-section of fkh-expressing clones (green, D; red, G–I) 30 hr after induction in discs stained for Actin (D), expressing Sqh-GFP (G), stained for

Sqh-1P (H), or expressing Zip-GFP (I) (gray or red, D; green, G–I). Arrowheads highlight enrichment at MWI.

(E and F) Boxplots of normalized actin intensity at apical adherens junction (E) and basolateral interfaces (F) between wild-type (wt/wt), misspecified fkh+ (mis/

mis), and wild-type and fkh+ cells (wt/mis). A two-tailed WSR test was applied. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001; ns, not significant. See Figure S3R for details.

(J and K) xz cross-section of Psc/Su(z)2XL26 clones in discs expressing CollagenIV-GFP (Vkg-GFP), stained for bPS-Integrin (bPS) 54 hr after induction. Wild-type

cells are gray in (J). Arrowheads (K) point to basement membrane deformation at MWI.

(L–O) xy sections of wild-type (green or gray, L and N) and fkh-expressing clones (green or gray, M and O) 54 hr after induction at one-third of cell height.

Boxes frame regions shown at higher magnification in (K), (N), and (O). Scale bars, 25 mm. See also Figures S2 and S3.
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and S3R). The resolution of a confocal microscope did not allow

us to distinguish in cell-autonomous actin-labeling experiments

if actin enriched at just one or both interface cortices. However,

actin enrichment at the MWI, rather than cell-autonomous

changes in misspecified or wild-type cells, appears to be a

defining feature of early and late cyst stages.

A detailed analysis of cytoskeletal components demonstrated

that the myosin II regulatory light-chain Sqh (Figures 2G, S3A,

and S3B), an activated form of Sqh (Figures 2H, S3C, and

S3D), the heavy-chain Zip (Figures 2I, S3E, and S3F), the

FERM-domain proteinMoesin (Figures S3I and S3J), and an acti-

vated form of Moesin (Figures S3K–S3M) localized to basolateral

MWIs. In contrast, the myosin II regulator Rho1 was not enriched

at MWI interfaces (Figures S3G and S3H). These observations

demonstrate that, like actin, activated myosin and moesin are

specifically recruited to the MWI and suggest that the MWI
4 Current Biology 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All righ
may be under increased actomyosin-mediated contractile

tension.

Concurrent with enrichment in contractile components, we

observed dramatic changes to the shape of the MWI. The base-

ment membrane underwent an upward deformation accompa-

nied by focused integrin (Figures 2J and 2K) and actin (Figures

S3O and S3Q) enrichment at the MWI. These changes may

reflect actin polymerization and integrin engagement as cells

respond to contraction of the MWI away from the basement

membrane.

While smoothening of adherens junction between differently

fated cells has been described (i.e., [38]) (Figures S3E, S3N,

and S3P), we observed that misspecified clones also exhibited

striking minimization of basolateral contact areas (Figures 2L–

2O). Basolateral clone circularity increased from 0.32 in wild-

type to 0.76 in fkh-expressing clones (Figures S3T and S3U)
ts reserved
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Figure 3. A Physical Description of Epithelia in a Three-Dimensional

Vertex Model
(A) Forces are obtained from an effective mechanical work function W that is

the sum of internal and external work functions, Wi and We. We takes into

account (1) intracellular pressure Pa constraining cell volume, (2) surface

tensions Tk acting on cell surfaces k, and (3) line tensions Lij acting on edges

between vertices i and j. We takes into account (1) springs resisting the

deformation of basal vertices away from a reference plane and (2) external

forces establishing compressive stress Text < 0.

(B) Epithelial surface tensions arise from actomyosin cortices (actin green,

myosin red) associated with apical, lateral, and basal faces. Line tensions arise

from actin cables observed at adherens junctions. Extracellular matrix proteins

(ECMs) cover the basal tissue surface.

(C) In the model, tissue geometry is characterized by a set of vertices with

positions xi. An additional vertex is introduced at the barycenter of each sur-

face. Triangles connecting central and contour vertices define cell boundaries.

(D) Forces acting on vertex i are obtained by differentiating the mechanical

work with respect to vertex positions xi. Forces have contributions from sur-

face tensions (FT), line tensions (FL), and cellular pressures (Fv).

See also Figure S4.
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and was similar to circularity of cysts formed by wild-type cells

(Figure S3T).

In summary, recruitment of Actin, Myosin, and Moesin to the

MWI correlated with dramatic minimization of the entire lateral

contact area between wild-type and misspecified cells. This

causes clones to acquire a characteristic smooth ball-like shape

and culminates in complete resolution of MWI contacts,

releasing Psc/Su(z)2 cysts from the epithelium (Movie S1). We

thus suggest that contractility at the MWI is indeed higher than

at other cellular interfaces in the tissue.

Changes to Mechanical Properties of the MWI Are
Sufficient and Necessary to Recapitulate Cyst
Formation
To understand how mechanical properties of cells and changes

in the distribution of cytoskeletal forces could drive cyst forma-

tion, we developed a three-dimensional vertex model for

epithelia (Figures 3 and S4A–S4C; see ‘‘Modeling Procedures’’

in the Supplemental Information). We simulated the presence

of a clone by placing a number of misspecified cells Nc within

a wild-type cell population (Figure 4A) and then applied two

types of mechanical changes. We modified line or surface ten-
Current Biolog
sions (1) in misspecified cells (‘‘bulk contractility’’; Figures 4B

and 4C) or (2) only at the interface between misspecified and

wild-type cells (‘‘interface contractility’’; Figures 4D and 4E).

Because reduction in cell height has been previously linked to

cyst formation [7–10], we first performed bulk contractility simu-

lations where all misspecified cells experienced increased lateral

surface tensions. This perturbation altered preferred aspect ra-

tios toward cuboidal shapes and indeed caused cysts in simula-

tions (Figure 4B). However, cyst formation by wild-type cells

could not be recapitulated: wild-type cells did not invaginate

but remained tall (Figure 4C).

To confirm this prediction experimentally, we expressed an

activated form of the Rho1-GTPase, which caused actin to accu-

mulate at lateral cortices and reduced the cell height (Figure 4H)

[10]. As predicted by simulations, small Rho1V14-expressing

clones caused deep indentations in discs (Figures 4F–4H). How-

ever, overexpression of Rho1V14 in large domains did not cause

the remaining wild-type cells to invaginate (Figures 4I and 4J).

Instead, both cell types exhibited different heights and, as pre-

dicted by simulations (Figures 4B and 4C), failed to minimize

MWI contacts (Figures 4I, 4J, and S3T). Our results thus confirm

that altering mechanical properties of individual cells can cause

cysts but cannot induce cysts by wild-type cells. This suggests

that cysts observed after cell-fate misspecification do not solely

arise from cell-autonomous shape changes. Instead, apposition

of fates induces a cellular response upstream of shape changes

within misspecified cells, which drives cyst formation.

We therefore performed simulations to test whether MWI

‘‘interface contractility’’ is sufficient for cyst formation by mis-

specified and wild-type cells. We increased apical line tension

and lateral surface tension at the interface and found that clones

deformed into cysts (Figure 4D). As these simulations only

involved changes to the MWI, inverse cysts by wild-type clones

were recapitulated as well (Figure 4E). We therefore conclude

that contractility at the MWI is higher than in the rest of the tissue

and is sufficient and necessary to account for all cyst configura-

tions observed in our experiments.

Cyst Formation Is Restricted to an Intermediate Range
of Clone Sizes
We noticed that interface simulations predicted a strong depen-

dency of final clone shape on clone size. To better analyze this

dependency, we turned to a continuum theory of tissue me-

chanics, which includes only a few key parameters allowing us

to draw generic conclusions on tissue shape stability. On large

spatial scales, the vertex model epithelium effectively behaves

as a continuous elastic sheet (Figure S4H; see ‘‘Modeling Proce-

dures’’ in the Supplemental Information). Elastic sheets buckle if

compressed, potentially driving cyst formation in our vertex

model simulations. The threshold of buckling is determined by

two considerations: First, for a circular contractile boundary,

the compression felt by the enclosed elastic sheet depends on

the inverse radius of the boundary, as described by the law of

Laplace (Figure 5A). Therefore, large clones feel less pressure

from the boundary and are less likely to buckle. Second, the

resistance of an elastic sheet to bending is higher on small length

scales (Figure 5B). Small clones therefore have a higher resis-

tance to buckling than larger clones. The combination of these

two effects implies that very small and very large clones do not
y 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 5



Figure 4. MWI Contractility Is Sufficient and Necessary to Recapitu-

late Cyst Formation

(A–E0 0 0) Vertex model simulations visualize epithelial shapes in cross-section

(A–E), apical (A0–E0 ), basal (A0 0–E0 0), and 3D (A0 0 0–E0 0 0) views. A clone of 20

misspecified cells is shown before (A) and after changes to mechanical

properties of misspecified cells (green) (B and C, ‘‘bulk contractility’’) or the

MWI (D and E, ‘‘interface contractility’’). Magenta and red lines represent a

3-fold increase in lateral surface and apical line tension, respectively.

(F–J) xy sections (F and I) and cross-sections (G, H, and J) of RhoV14,p35-

expressing cells (green) 54 hr after induction. Actin is in gray or red. Arrow-

heads in (J) point to interspersed wild-type clones failing to form cysts. Dotted

line in (F) indicates position at which cross-section (G) was reconstructed.

Scale bars, 25 mm.

See also Figure S3.
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form cysts. Indeed, we find that a circular elastic sheet under

tension, connected to an external extracellular matrix (ECM)

and subjected to a contractile circular boundary only buckles

for intermediate size ranges (Figures S4K and S4L).

To confirm this prediction experimentally, we carried out a

quantitative analysis of fkh-expressing clone shapes as a func-

tion of clone size. We measured apical and basal clone width

wa and wb, as well as apical and basal deformation, ua and ub
(Figure 5E). This analysis revealed that apical and basal deforma-

tions aremaximal for intermediate clone sizes (Nc�70 cells), and

minimal for either small or very large clones (Figures 5C and 5F0–
5J0). Similarly, differences in apical and basal widths were

maximal for intermediate clone sizes, corresponding to strongly

wedge-shaped cysts (Figures 5D and 5F0–5J0). Very small and

very large clones do not undergo strong deformations but still

experience a decrease in MWI roughness (Figures 5F0, 5J0, and
S3O). These quantitative results align with the predicted size-

dependent impact of a contractile interface on final clone shape

in simulations and further support the notion that a contractile

MWI underlies cyst formation.

A 3-Fold Simulated Increase in MWI-Tension
Recapitulates Shape Parameters of Experimental Cysts
Having established experimentally for which clone sizesmaximal

deformations occur, we performed 3D vertex model simulations

(Figures 5F–5J) to determine what range of physical forces could

explain the observed relationship between clone shapes and

clone size. We first established a set of mechanical parameters

that reproduced experimentally measured cell aspect ratios in

wild-type discs (Figure S4F; see ‘‘Modeling Procedures’’ in the

Supplemental Information), including a parameter for ECM-

induced compression [39, 40] set by measured aspect ratio

changes after collagenase treatment (Figures S4D–S4G).

We then simulated cysts and measured shape parameters as

for experimental clones (Figures 5C–5E). To match experimental

measurements, we adjusted (1) apical, lateral, and basal surface

tension of the tissue, (2) apical and basal line tension, (3) overall

tissue compression, (4) stiffness of tissue-ECM attachment, and

(5) apical line and lateral surface tensions at clone boundaries

(Figure S5; see ‘‘Modeling Procedures’’ in the Supplemental In-

formation). In doing so, we searched for the smallest increase

in MWI contractility that could account for experimental mea-

surements. We found that a 3-fold increase in apical line and

lateral surface tensions at the MWI can recapitulate all features

of the four experimental curves for wa, wb, ua, and ub (Figures
ts reserved
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Figure 5. Final Clone Shape Depends on Clone Size

(A) Laplace’s Law (Pb =L/R) predicts that the pressure Pb exerted by a contractile boundary with line tensionL depends on the radius R of the enclosedmaterial.

Thus, large clones feel less pressure from a contractile boundary and are less likely to buckle.

(B) The resistance to bending of an elastic disk depends on its radius. Smaller clones exhibit higher resistance to buckling than larger clones.

(C and D) Experimental (dotted) and simulated (continuous line) deformations of apical (red) or basal (blue) cyst surfaces with respect to clone size. Parameters ua,
ub (C) and wa and wb (D) are illustrated in (E). Error bars represent mean and SEM of 85 fkh-expressing clones 30 hr after induction and 15 simulations per data

point.

(E) Deformation parameters measured experimentally and fitted by simulations. wa, apical clone width; wb, basal clone width; ua, apical surface indentation; ub,

basal surface deformation.

(F–J) Simulated and experimental cross-sections of clones containing different cell numbers. Apical constriction, cyst formation, or minimal deformations

correlate with clone size. Note that cross-section choice results in junctions not spanning apico-basal axis. Scale bars, 25 mm.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
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5C and 5D). Importantly, an increase in apical line or lateral

surface tensions alone did not recapitulate experimental obser-

vations (Figures S5E–S5G), emphasizing the functional signifi-

cance of actomyosin enrichment at both adherens junctions

and basolateral interfaces (Figures 2E and 2F). Furthermore,

bulk contractility simulations resulted in clone shapes that did

not correspond to those observed in experiments (Figure S5B),

reinforcing our conclusion that bulk contractility cannot account

for all phenotypes.

We then tested whether a buckling instability can indeed ac-

count for tissue deformations predicted by the 3D vertex model.

We calculated estimates of the coarse-grained elastic modulus,

surface tension, and bendingmodulus of a tissue represented by

the vertex model, with line and surface tensions obtained by the

fitting procedure described above (Figures S4H–S4J; see

‘‘Modeling Procedures’’ in the Supplemental Information). Using

these parameters, we found that a buckling instability is pre-
Current Biolog
dicted for clones below �106 cells (Figures S4K and S4L), in

qualitative agreement with the size range of experimental and

vertex model cysts (Figures 5C–5J). Therefore, a buckling transi-

tion captures the maximum clone size below which cyst forma-

tion occurs.

Single Misspecified Cells Are Eliminated from Epithelia
by MWI Contractility
In simulations and experiments, very small clones do not form

cysts but display significantly reduced apical areas (Figure 5F).

This resembles initial stages of cell extrusion events occurring

during clearing of apoptotic or live cells [41]. It suggested that

MWI contractility may specifically drive elimination of small mis-

specified cell clusters by promoting apical constriction and

extrusion.

To understand whether size-dependent elimination of misspe-

cified clusters indeed occurred, we quantified the frequencies of
y 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 7
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misspecified clone sizes and compared them to those of wild-

type clones. To control for experimental variability, we used

the Tie-Dye technique [18] to generatemisspecified cellsmarked

by RFP and wild-type cells marked by GFP in the same disc (Fig-

ures 6B–6D). To normalize for differences in frequencies of GFP

and RFP clone induction, we compared clone counts to those of

neutral control discs (Figure 6A). When we analyzed Tie-Dye

discs, we found that fkh-expressing clones of up to six cells

were indeed dramatically underrepresented (Figures 6E–6G

and S6A–S6D). Similarly, we observed dramatic loss of ci-ex-

pressing clones in the posterior compartment of Tie-Dye discs

(Figures S6F–S6I).

We wanted to understand how these cells are eliminated.

Because misspecified cells often underwent apoptosis (Figures

S1I and S6O), we askedwhether small fkh-expressing clones ex-

hibited higher levels of apoptosis than larger clones. We quanti-

fied the volume occupied by apoptotic cells positive for cleaved

Caspase Dcp-1 in fkh-expressing clones (Figure S6K). While the

relative number of apoptotic clones did not change between

small and large clone size bins (Figure 6H), we found that the

number of apoptotic cells was significantly increased in clones

containing up to six cells compared to clones larger than six cells

(Figure 6I). This suggests that small fkh-expressing clones may

be subject to stronger apoptotic stimuli than larger clones.

To understand whether apoptosis is necessary for elimination

of small clones, we inhibited apoptosis by co-expressing dIAP1

and analyzed fkh,dIAP1-expressing clone sizes (Figures 6E–6G

and S6A–S6D) and Dcp-1 volumes (Figures 6H, 6I, S6E,

S6J, and S6L). Expression of dIAP1 rescued large fkh-express-

ing clone sizes back to wild-type sizes indicating that apoptosis

in large clones is strongly reduced (Figures 6G and S6A–S6D). In

contrast, dIAP1 expression was not able to prevent loss of single

fkh-expressing cells (Figures 6G and S6A–S6D). In addition,

dIAP1 expression reduced the number of large apoptotic fkh-ex-

pressing clones more efficiently than of single-cell clones (Fig-

ure 6H). Similarly, while dIAP1 reduced the number of apoptotic

cells in large fkh-expressing clones, it did not alter relative

apoptotic volumes in single cells (Figures 6I and S6E). Com-

bined, these experiments suggest that specifically small fkh-ex-
Figure 6. Small Misspecified Clusters Are Eliminated from Epithelia by

(A–D) Tie-Dye discs 30 hr after induction carrying neutral GFP-expressing (green

pressing clones (D) (red; Actin in gray). Boxes frame position of higher magnifica

(E and F) Neutral GFP (E) and transgene-expressing RFP (F) clone size frequenc

dIAP1+, as indicated. Histograms display clone counts for each clone size, binne

(G) Relative loss of fkh+ and fkh,dIAP1+-expressing clones compared to wild-typ

from RFP+ clone counts per size bin and normalized to GFP+ clone counts for th

(E–G) Mean and SEM of n = 8–10 discs for each genotype, analyzed by one-tailed

See Figures S6A and S6D for details.

(H) Counts of fkh+- or fkh,dIAP1+-expressing apoptotic clones binned into three

apoptotic counts, and percentages of apoptotic clones per size bin are shown.

centage of apoptosis in fkh+ (n = 3 discs, 233 clones) / percentage of apoptosis

(I) Dot plot of Dcp-1-positive volume fractions in fkh+- and fkh,dIAP1+-expressing

analyzed by two-tailed WMW tests are shown. *p < 0.01; ns, not significant. See

(J–K0 0 0) Cross-sections of fkh,dIAP1+-expressing cells (J0 and K0; green, J0 0 0 and K

(L–M0 0)RasV12-expressing clones (L0 andM0; green, L0 0 andM0 0) 30 hr after inductio
cross-section (M) was reconstructed.

(N and O) GFP- (N) or RasV12-expressing clones (O) (green) stained for Actin (red

(P–R0 0 0) xy sections (P) and xz cross-section (Q and R) of RasV12-expressing cells

(P0 0–R0 0; red, P0 0 0–R0 0 0). Box frames higher magnification inset. Arrowheads point

Scale bars, 25 mm. See also Figure S6.

Current Biolog
pressing clones experience strong apoptotic stimuli, which

cannot be counteracted by co-expression of rate-limiting levels

of dIAP1, and ultimately drive elimination of small clones.

We hypothesized that if apoptosis in small clones is specific to

MWI contractility, then apoptosis must also be induced in small

wild-type clones encircled by MWI contractility. We thus exam-

ined wild-type clones after induction of large fkh or ey-express-

ing domains. We observed indeed frequent Dcp-1 activation in

small wild-type cysts (Figures 6J, 6K, S6M, S6N, and S6P). Com-

bined, our results strongly suggest that MWI contractility may

drive cell elimination by inducing apoptosis specifically in small

MWI-encircled cell clusters.

We next investigated a potential relevance of our observations

to disruption of epithelial integrity in cancer. Specifically, we

wanted to understand whether the occurrence of round clones

in discs upon overexpression of oncogenic Ras (RasV12) [16] is

driven by MWI contractility. Indeed, when we visualized small

RasV12-expressing clones, we found that they formed cysts (Fig-

ures 6L, 6M, and 6O) [22]. Excitingly, we found that wild-type

clones surrounded by RasV12-expressing cells undergo interface

smoothening and cyst formation (Figures 6P–6R). This suggests

that oncogenic Ras induces MWI contractility, likely because

Ras also specifies cell fate. While we rarely observed apoptosis

in wild-type or RasV12-transformed cells (Figures 6N and 6O), we

found that apoptosis is frequently activated in small wild-type

clones surrounded by RasV12-expressing cells (Figures 6P–6R)

where RasV12-induced MWI-effects are strongest. Combined,

these results reinforce our conclusion that MWI contractility is

induced by apposition of cell populations with different fates

and that MWI contractility drives cell elimination by activation

of apoptosis in small, encircled cell clusters.

DISCUSSION

We describe here the biological and mechanical effects of a

cellular mechanism acting between differently fated epithelial

cells (Figure 7). We find that actomyosin recruitment to an inter-

face between different fates promotes extrusion of single cells

(Figure 7A). In contrast, interface contractility around
MWI Contractility

) and RFP-expressing clones (A) or fkh+- (B), dIAP1+- (C), and fkh,dIAP1+-ex-

tion insets.

ies 30 hr after induction. RFP+ clones express either RFP alone or fkh+ and/or

d into single-cell steps.

e or dIAP1+ control clones. For each disc, GFP+ clone counts were subtracted

e respective bin.

WMW or Welch’s t tests are shown. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, ns, not significant.

size categories: one cell, two to six cells, and above six cells. Total counts,

Efficiency of inhibiting apoptosis by dIAP1 expression was calculated as per-

in fkh,dIAP1+ clones (n = 3 discs, 290 clones) per bin size.

apoptotic clones binned into indicated size classes. Mean and SEMwithin bins

Figure S6E for details.
0 0 0) 30 hr after induction. Actin (J and K), Dcp-1 (J0 0 and K0 0; red, J0 0 0 and K0 0 0).

n, stained for Actin (L andM; red, L0 0 andM0 0). Line indicates position at which xz

) and Dcp-1 (gray).

(P0–R0; green, P0 0 0–R0 0 0) 30 hr after induction stained for Actin (P–R) and Dcp-1

to apoptotic wild-type clones.
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Figure 7. Morphogenetic Behaviors Induced by Interface Contractility

Tissue with apical (red), basal (blue), lateral surfaces (gray), and adherens junctions (red). Magenta indicates experimentally induced conditions (HS, heat shock),

green potentially natural scenarios creating differently fated clone sizes. Gray indicates speculation on a role of interface contractility in development.

(A) Single misspecified cells are experimentally induced by a short heat shock (HS). Random mutations arise naturally in single cells and may cause fate

differences. Interface contractility causes apical constriction and apoptosis to preserve tissue homeostasis.

(B) Intermediate-sized clones are induced experimentally by intermediate HS.Misspecified cell clustersmay arise naturally from single cells that proliferate before

detection or escape apoptosis by potent onco- or tumor-suppressor-gene mutations. During development, intermediate clusters arise by patterning. Cysts

compromise tissue integrity and potentially promote precancerous lesions.

(C) Large clones are induced experimentally by long HS. During development, large lineage domains arise by patterning and tissue growth. Interface contractility

leads to interface smoothening as observed at lineage boundaries.
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intermediate-sized cell clusters induces apical buckling into

cysts (Figure 7B). In large clones, interface contractility solely de-

creases interface roughness (Figure 7C). We thus suggest that

interface contractility acts as surveillance mechanism on single

misspecified cells but also drives disease-promoting disruption

of epithelial integrity by deforming cell clusters into cysts. We

speculate that interface contractility may have broader func-

tions, such as establishing compartment boundaries between

different cell populations during development.

Our data suggest that MWI contractility causes cell elimination

by triggering apoptosis. The signal that activates apoptosis in

small clones may arise from strong apical constriction. Apical

constriction may limit apical area and thus receptors available

for survival signals or may regulate mechano-sensitive survival

pathways such as Hippo/Yorkie [42]. Another interface-depen-

dent process called cell competition [43], which kills metaboli-

cally unfit ‘‘loser’’ cells that touch fitter ‘‘winner’’ cells, is unlikely

to play a role. Cell competition fails to elicit contractile changes

at winner-loser cells interfaces and, importantly, acts unidirec-

tional by eliminating loser cells, even if encircled by winner cells.

We suggest that epithelia likely evolved multiple mechanisms to

eliminate homeostatic perturbations in either metabolic activity

(cell competition) or cell fate (MWI contractility).

Paradoxically, cysts are caused by a failure to eliminate inter-

mediate-sized cell clusters. In tissues, intermediate-sized clus-

ters may arise by proliferation of aberrant apoptosis-resistant

cells. Prominently, MWI-contractility-inducing tumor suppressor

mutations, such as Psc/Su(z)2, or transformation with oncogenic

RasV12 may confer apoptosis resistance. Strikingly, in mouse
10 Current Biology 26, 1–12, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rig
models of colon cancer, cysts have been observed upon dereg-

ulation of Wnt/b-catenin or TGF-b/SMAD signaling [5, 6, 44]. Our

work demonstrates that disruption of many patterning fields

causes cysts, emphasizing that cysts may be an early hallmark

of epithelial cancers driven by mutagenic changes to cell fate.

Because cysts survive abscission from tissues, their formation

may promote displacement of cells into new microenvironments

and may precede emergence of invasive behaviors.

In our study, many transcription factors induced MWI contrac-

tility. Previous publications have described cysts in mosaic

analysis of fate specification in imaginal discs and even neuroepi-

thelia [11–25].Wesuggest that cells likelydetect cell-surfacecues

to compare fates. Given the diversity of fates we investigated,

cells must likely use multiple proteins to reference identity and

regulate contractility at MWIs. Ephrin signaling [45], LRR trans-

membraneproteins likeCapricious andTartan [46], or Toll-recep-

tor patterning [47] may be potential mediators of fate recognition.

Representing the tissue as an elastic sheet in a continuum the-

ory allowed us to identify the mechanical principles driving cyst

formation based on two simple physical effects that control tis-

sue buckling instability: the law of Laplace and the resistance

of tissues to bending. These findings were confirmed by a novel

vertex model of epithelia, which allowed us to simulate detailed

three-dimensional cellular structures. Previous studies high-

lighted the importance of line tension for interface morphology

[4]. However, cellular forces associated with interface me-

chanics in three dimensions have not been explored. We show

that in addition to adherens junctions, contractility at basolateral

interfaces is extensively regulated. Taking this third dimension of
hts reserved
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cellular forces into account has crucial consequences for our un-

derstanding of 3D-tissue morphology, as it induces a repertoire

of tissue deformation including cell extrusion, invagination, and

interface smoothening. Our simulations suggest that a 3-fold in-

crease in lateral surface tension and in apical line tension is

required to account for these deformations. This increase is

similar to the 2.5-fold increase in line tensions that has been esti-

mated to act at the interface between developmentally specified

compartments [48]. It will thus be crucial to investigate whether

cellular mechanisms that regulate interface contractility at aber-

rantly specified cells and at developmental compartments are

alike [4, 48]. Similarly, many developmental invagination pro-

cesses are driven by cell-fate specification of intermediate-sized

cell clusters [36, 49]. These processes therefore offer an oppor-

tunity to understand similarities and differences between

morphogenetic behaviors driven by apposition of differently

fated cells in development or disease.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Fly Genetics

For detailed genotypes and experimental conditions, please refer to Table S1

and Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Briefly, FLP/FRT and ‘‘GAL4/

UAS flip-out’’ crosses were raised at 25�C and flipase expression was induced

72 hr after egg lay (AEL) by a heat shock at 37�C. Tissueswere analyzed at indi-

cated time points after heat shock.

Immunohistochemistry and Imaging Processing

Discs were dissected and fixed in 4% formaldehyde/PBS for 18 min. Washes

were performed in PBS + 0.1 Triton X-100 (PBT) and blocking in PBT+5%

normal goat serum. Discs were incubated with primary antibodies (Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures) overnight at 4�C. Secondary antibodies

were incubated for 2 hr at room temperature. Samples were imaged

using a Leica TCS-SP5 confocal microscope. Images were processed and

analyzed using workflows established in Fiji (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

modeling procedures, six figures, one table, and one movie and can be found

with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2015.12.063.
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Figure S1
Overgrowth, JNK-signaling or induction of apoptosis cannot account for cyst formation by misspec-
ified cells
Related to Figure 1
(A-F)Wing imaginal disc containing Psc-Su(z)21b8 clones (A-C) or clones mutant for both Psc-Su(z)21b8 and
ykiB5 (D-F). Wild type cells (wt) are marked by GFP (green in (A'-F')). Actin is shown in red (A'-F') or grey
(A-F). Confocal xy-section at 30 h (A, D) and reconstructed xz cross-sections (B, E) at position indicated by
dotted line in (A, D). Arrowheads are pointing to invaginating clones. (C, F) Confocal xy-section at 72 h after
clone induction. Psc-Su(z)21b8 mutant clones in (C) undergo extensive proliferation leading to big cysts at
72 h after clone induction. The ykiB5 allele prevents proliferation and survival of Psc-Su(z)21b8 mutant cells
(F) but not invagination and cyst formation (arrowheads in E, F).
(G, H) Psc-Su(z)2XL26 clones in a wild type wing disc (G) and in a wing disc hemizygous for a hepR75 allele
(H). Confocal xy-sections at 54 h after clone induction are shown. Psc -Su(z)2XL26 mutant cells are marked
by lack of GFP (green) (G', H'). Actin is shown in red (G',H') or grey (G,H). hepR75 prevents activation of
JNK signaling in imaginal discs but does not interfere with cyst formation.
(I) Pouch region containing fkh-expressing clones (grey in I', green in I''') at 30 h after clone induction show-
ing extensive activation of apoptosis, as revealed by the presence of the cleaved effector Caspase, Death
Caspase-1 (Dcp-1) (grey in I'', red in I'''). Actin is shown in (I).
(J-L) Pouch region containing fkh-expressing clones (green in J'-M') that also express the anti-apoptotic
factors p35 (J, K) or dIAP1 (L) at 54 h after clone induction. Confocal xy-sections (J) and reconstructed xz
cross-sections (K, L) at position indicated by dotted line in (J) are shown. Actin is shown in grey (J-L) or red
(J'-L'). Cell-autonomous inhibition of apoptosis by p35 or by dIAP1 does not prevent cyst formation.
(M) RNA-Seq analysis of Psc-Su(z)2XL26 mutant wing discs [S1]. Abd-B and lz are strongly transcription-
ally upregulated in Psc-Su(z)2XL26 mutant cells. Ubx, ci, arm and other signaling components driving cyst
formation are not upregulated in Psc-Su(z)2XL26 mutant discs. RNA-Seq data was validated by real-time
PCR experiments [S2] (not shown).
Length of scale bars is indicated in individual images. Related data sets are shown at equal magnifications.





Figure S2
Ectopic expression of cell fate specifying transcription factors induces cyst formation
Related to Figures 1 and 2
(A-E) Confocal xy-sections of pouch region containing GFP-expressing (A, C) and fkh-expressing (B, D)
clones as well as eye discs containing fkh-expressing clones (E) at 30 h (A, B) and 54 h (C-E) after clone
induction using a short (A-E) and long heat-shock (A`-E`). Actin is shown in red, clones in green. White
boxes in D, E frame examples of cyst-forming clones shown in small insets.
(F-I) Example of transcription factors that form cysts upon overexpression in wing and eye imaginal disc
(fkh, Abd-B, Ubx and lz; *lz only tested in the wing disc). F-I show schematic representation of position-
independent cyst formation in the wing (F, G) and eye (H, I) where cysts are formed by misspecified cells
(green; F, H) or wild type cells (white; G, I). F`-I` show confocal xy-sections of pouch region (F`, G`) and eye
discs (H`, I`) containing Abd-B-expressing clones (green) 54 h after clone induction using a short (F`, H`)
and long (G`, I`) heat-shock. Actin is shown in red.
(J-M) Overexpression of ey leads to cysts in the wing discs but rarely in the eye disc. Schematic represen-
tation is shown for wing disc (J, K) and eye discs (L, M). J`-M` show confocal xy-section of pouch region
(J`, K`) and eye discs (L`, M`) containing ey-expressing clones (green) at 54 h after clone induction using a
short (J`, L`) and long (K`, M`) heat-shock. Actin is shown in red.
(N-O) Overexpression of GFP, myc and fln does not lead to cyst formation. Schematic wing imaginal discs
are shown in N, O. Confocal xy-sections of pouch region containing dMyc-expressing clones (N`) and flightin
(fln)-expressing clones (N``)(green) at 54 h after clone induction. Actin is shown in red.
(P-U) Examples of position-dependent cyst formation by activation of transcription factors that show a spa-
tially defined expression pattern in the wing imaginal disc. P-U show a schematic representation of wing
imaginal discs indicating individual endogenous expression patterns (orange) and regions of cyst formation.
(P`- P```) Confocal xy-section (P`) and xz cross-section (P``, P```) of pouch region containing clones that
express a dominant-active version of the thickveins (tkv) receptor 54 h after clone induction. Actin is shown
in red; Ptc staining visualizes the A/P boundary (grey). Dashed line in P` indicates position of cross-section
shown in P``. White box frames region of xz cross-section in P```. Note the rough clone boundaries in
high Dpp-signaling regions (arrowhead in P`). In contrast, boundaries from the same clone dramatically
smoothen (arrow) at basal contacts when they locate outside of Dpp-signaling domains.
(Q`) Confocal xy-section (Q`) and xz-cross section (1, 2) of pouch region containing clones (green) that
express a dominant-active armadillo (arm) at 54 h after clone induction. Actin is shown in red, Wg staining
in white. Dashed yellow lines indicate position of cross-sections shown in 1 and 2. Note that cysts form in
regions of low endogenous Wg signaling (G, H) whereas clones maintain neutral shapes in regions of high
Wg signaling.
(R`- R```, S`-S```) Confocal xy-section of pouch region containing clones (green) that express the transcrip-
tion factor vestigial (vg, R`-R```) or homothorax (hth, S`-S```) at 54 h after clone induction. Actin is shown
in red. White boxes frame regions, which are shown at higher magnification below. Note the difference in
clone smoothening.
(U`- U``) Position-dependent cyst formation by wild type cells is illustrated by clonal overexpression of ci.
Confocal xy-sections (U`, U``) and xz cross-sections (1, 2) of ci-expressing clones (green) in the posterior
(U`) and anterior (U``) compartment at 54 h after clone induction using a long heat-shock. ci-expressing cells
are marked by GFP (green), Actin is shown in red. Dashed yellow lines indicate position of cross-sections
shown in 1 and 2.



Length of scale bars is indicated in individual images. Related data sets are shown at equal magnifications.



Figure S3
The contractile actomyosin machinery is recruited to the MWI leading to minimization of MWI con-
tact area
Related to Figure 2
(A-F) Single xy-sections through apical (A, C, E) and basolateral (B, D, F) levels of a wing disc pouch con-
taining fkh-expressing clones marked by GFP (red in A'-F') at 30 h after clone induction. Additionally, the
disc expresses a non-muscle myosin II regulatory light chain GFP-fusion protein (Sqh-GFP, grey in A, B,
green in A', B'), stained for the activated phosphorylated form of Sqh (Sqh 1P, grey in C, D, green in C', D')
or expressing a non-muscle myosin II heavy chain GFP-fusion protein (Zip-GFP, grey in E, F, green in E',



F'). The dotted lines in the basolateral xy-sections (B, D, F) indicate positions of xz cross-sections shown in
Figure 2G-I. Insets in (E) are maximum projections of all apical sections. Note the additional strong enrich-
ment of actomyosin components at basolateral MWI's (B, D, F).
(G-J) Single xy-sections (G, I) and reconstructed xz cross-sections (H, J) of a wing imaginal disc containing
fkh-expressing clones marked by GFP (red in G'-J') at 30 h after clone induction. Additionally, the disc is
stained for the GTPase Rho1 (grey in G, H and green in G', H') or expresses a Moesin-GFP-fusion protein
(Moe-GFP) (grey in I, J and green in I', J'). The dotted lines in (G, I) indicate positions of xz cross-sections
(H, J). Whereas Moe-GFP enriches at lateral MWI's, Rho1 does not specifically enrich there.
(K-Q) Single xy-sections through apical (K, N, P) and basolateral (L, O, Q) levels of a wing disc pouch
containing fkh-expressing clones marked by GFP (red in K'-M', green in N'-Q') at 30 h after clone induction.
Additionally, the disc was stained for the phosphorylated form of Moesin (p-Moe, green in K'-M', grey in K-M)
or stained with phalloidin (red in N'-Q' and grey in N-Q) to visualize accumulation of actin at apical adherens
junctions (N, P) and basal integrin junctions (O, Q) at the MWI (arrowheads).
The dotted line in (L) indicates positions of xz cross-sections (M). Boxes in (N, O) frame regions shown at
higher magnification in (P, Q).
(R) Normalized mean intensities and SEM of actin intensity measurements at apical and lateral domains
in discs containing fkh-expressing cells (top table corresponds to data visualized as box plots in Fig. 2E,
F). Data of experimental conditions where fkh-expressing clones (10 min heat-shock) and wild type cells
(25 min heat-shock) would form cysts were pooled to reflect the mirror symmetry of the cyst-forming con-
ditions. Actin intensities at interfaces between wild type cell (wt/wt), between misspecified fkh-expressing
cells (mis/mis) and at the interface between wild type and fkh-expressing cell (wt/mis) are shown for early
stages (30 h) and late stages (54 h) after induction of fkh-expressing cells.
Significance of differences between data sets (table below) was tested by applying a two-tailed WSR-test.
Calculated p-values are shown. Red = p-val < 0.01. Number of clones analyzed for basolateral actin inten-
sity: 10min heat-shock, 30 h, n=49 clones; 10min heat-shock, 54 h, n=17 clones; 25 min heat-shock, 30h,
n=38 clones; 25 min heat-shock, 54 h, n=14 clones. Number of clones analyzed for apical actin intensity:
10min heat-shock, 30h, n=15 clones; 10min heat-shock, 54 h, n=7 clones; 25 min heat-shock, 30 h, n=10
clones; 25 min heat-shock, 54 h, n=3 clones. Lack of statistically significant differences for apical actin
intensities at late stages are due to mild cell-autonomous enrichment of actin in fkh-expressing cells.
(S) Actin intensity at basolateral interfaces between misspecified ey-expressing cells (mis/mis), wild type
cells (wt/wt), and between wild type and misspecified ey-expressing cells (wt/mis) 30 h after clone induction.
Data of experimental conditions, where ey-expressing clones (10min heat-shock, n=22 clones) and wild type
clones (25 min heat-shock, n=10 clones) were pooled to reflect the mirror symmetry of cyst-forming condi-
tions. A box plot and a table displaying mean and SEM of the data are shown. Significance of differences
between data sets was tested by applying a two-tailed WSR test. ** = p-val < 0.001. Calculated p-values
are shown in the table. Red = p-val < 0.01.
(T) Clone circularity represented in a bar graph and schematic representation of conditions for which clone
circularity was determined. Solid colored bars represent circularity for neutral wild type clones expressing
GFP (green), and fkh-expressing clones (red) or RhoV 14, p35-expressing clones (blue) giving rise to cysts,
early (30 h) and late (54 h) after clone induction. White bars represent circularity for wild type clones if
surrounded by neutral GFP-expressing cells (green outline) or by fkh-expressing cells (red outline) at early
stages after induction (30 h). Number of clones analyzed: GFP 30 h (n=10), fkh 30 h (n=10), GFP 54 h
(n=6), fkh 54 h (n=11), RhoV 14 54 h (n=11), GFP inv 30 h (n=9), fkh inv 30 h (n=9). Inv (inverse) describes



conditions where wild type cells were surrounded by either GFP or fkh-expressing cells. Graph represents
the mean and SEM of the data. Significance of differences between data sets was tested by applying a
two-tailed WMW test. * = p-val < 0.01, ** = p-val < 0.001
(U) Schematic representation of the effect of actin recruitment to the MWI (red) leading to increased apical
and basolateral MWI contractility, as well as MWI minimization and decreased roughness.
Length of scale bars is indicated in individual images. Related data sets are shown at equal magnifications.
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Figure S4
3D Vertex Model implementation and continuum model description of cyst formation
Related to Figure 3 and 4
(A) A T1 transition in the 3D Vertex Model represents an exchange of cell neighbors, where topological
transitions take place both on apical and basal networks.
1) If an edge's (e) apical and basal lengths (la, lb) fall beyond a predefined threshold (lT1), the edge is re-
placed by a vertex.
2) A new edge replacing the vertex is then chosen as described in the Suppl. Information (e∗). The initial
apical and basal lengths of e∗ of the new edge are set to lnewa and lnewb respectively.
(B, C) To generate randomized wild type tissues, a 2D Voronoi tesselation for randomly distributed points
inside a periodic box with sizes L0

x and L0
y was created (B). This initial tissue is relaxed with respect to the

size of the periodic box (Leq
x , Leq

y ), to the positions of the vertices inside the box and with respect to topo-
logical changes (C).
(D, E)Wing imaginal discs siblings expressing Vkg-GFP (grey in D`, E`) and stained for Actin (grey in D, E).
One sibling disc was treated for 12 min with collagenase (E), the other with PBS only (D). Note absence of
Vkg-GFP signal after collagenase treatment (E`) and increase in disc area (compare E with D).
(F) The aspect ratio β of a cell is defined to be the ratio between its height and the square root of its apical
surface area. After collagenase treatment pouch cells take on a more cuboidal shape and their average
aspect ratio decreases from 16.2 to 11.6.
(G) Tissue aspect ratio as a function of the external tension applied on the tissue, if all mechanical parame-
ters other than Text are chosen as in Table 1. If the wing disc is under external compression due to the ECM,
the compression is removed by collagenase treatment. The aspect ratio of uncompressed cells relates to
the relative strength of the lateral surface tension. The aspect ratio of compressed cells can then be used
to estimate the extent of external compression.
(H) In a continuum description, the tissue is described as a thin membrane, assuming that the height of
the tissue is small compared to the length scale of deformations. The position of points in the tissue mid-
plane are given in the Monge gauge by their heights h(x, y). The membrane representing the tissue has a
bending rigidity κ penalizing deviations of the local mean curvature C from the spontaneous curvature C0,
is subjected to an external surface tension γ0, and is attached by elastic linkers with elastic modulus k to the
underlying ECM, represented as a flat surface at z = 0. The misspecified clone with radius R is surrounded
by the MWI, which exerts an effective line tension Λ, inducing a size-dependent compression γc acting on
the clone. The resulting work function is given in Eq. 24.
(I) The continuous model parameters are related to the 3D vertex model parameters by considering a pack-
ing of identical hexagonal cells with apical and basal radii Ra and Rb and height h.
(J) For a 3D packing of identical cells, the local radius of curvature of the tissue mid-plane Rc can be related
to the cell's apical and basal radii Ra and Rb.
(K) Stability diagram of a circular tissue region clamped at its boundary, under negative surface tension γ0

and subjected to an additional line tension acting along its boundary. The blue region depicts the regime of
unstable tissue sizes for normalized strength of the boundary effect Λ/

√
κ|γ0|, and fixed attachment stiff-

ness k/(γ2
0/κ) = 3.

(L) Stability diagram of a circular tissue region clamped at its boundary and subjected to a line tension along
its boundary, with parameters of the continuum theory related to vertex model parameters (section 4.5 of
Suppl. Information). Parameters (κ/(Tll

2
0) ≃ 0.34, γ0/Tl ≃ −4.2, k/(Tl/l

2
0) ≃ 64) are obtained by taking



vertex model parameters of Table 1 in the Suppl. Information and estimating the corresponding continuum
theory parameters. The black line indicates a 3-fold increase in apical line and lateral surface tension at the
MWI.



E 3-fold contractility increase: apical MWI only

G 3-fold contractility increase: lateral MWI only H Increased ECM stiffness

F 10-fold contractility increase: apical MWI only
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Figure S5
Parameter variation for cyst simulations in the 3D vertex model
Related to Figure 5
Variations of mechanical parameters around parameters fitted to experimental observations. Mechanical
parameters for each set of simulations are the same as in Figure 4, except for indicated parameter changes
and values marked by an asterisk in equations below. Graphs show mean and SEM of 15 simulations.
Graphs illustrate experimental (dotted line) and simulated (continuous line) deformation of apical (red) or
basal (blue) cyst surfaces with respect to clone size. Parameters ua, ub, wa and wb are illustrated in a
schematic in Fig. 5E, and are normalised with the height h of the surrounding tissue.
(A) Original parameter set as given in Table 1 in the Supplementary Modeling Procedures with a 3-fold



increase in apical line and lateral surface tension at the MWI.
(B) Simulations with 3-fold increased lateral surface tension in misspecified cells only. Large clones are
strongly deformed by such a perturbation, in disagreement with experimental observations.
(T (mis/mis,∗)

l = 3T
(wt/wt)
l , T (wt/mis,∗)

l = 2T
(wt/wt)
l )

(C) Simulations with increased apical line and lateral surface tensions at the MWI by a factor of 2. The clone
deformation is weaker than observed in experiments.
(T (wt/mis,∗)

l = 2T
(wt/wt)
l , Λ(wt/mis,∗)

a = 2Λ
(wt/wt)
a )

(D) Simulations with increased apical line and lateral surface tensions at the MWI by a factor of 4. The clone
deformation is larger than observed in experiments.
(T (wt/mis,∗)

l = 4T
(wt/wt)
l , Λ(wt/mis,∗)

a = 4Λ
(wt/wt)
a )

(E-F) Simulations with 3 and 10 fold increased apical line tension alone at the MWI, and no increase in lateral
surface tension. Experimentally observed apical indentation is not recapitulated in these conditions. This
suggests that the contribution of contractility at basolateral interfaces is necessary to describe the observed
clone shapes.
(E: T (wt/mis,∗)

l = T
(wt/wt)
l , Λ(wt/mis,∗)

a = 3Λ
(wt/wt)
l ;

F : T
(wt/mis,∗)
l = T

(wt/wt)
l , Λ(wt/mis,∗)

a = 10Λ
(wt/wt)
a )

(G) Simulations with 3-fold increase in lateral surface tension at the MWI, and no increase in apical line
tension. Experimentally observed apical indentation and apicobasal asymmetry is not recapitulated in these
conditions.This indicates that the additional symmetry breaking by the increase in apical line tension at the
MWI is required to explain the observed deformations.
(T (wt/mis,∗)

l = 3T
(wt/wt)
l , Λ(wt/mis,∗)

a = Λ
(wt/wt)
a )

(H) Simulations with increased stiffness of attachment to the ECM. With increasing attachment stiffness the
apical and basal surfaces deform less.
(k∗ = 2k)





Figure S6
Misspecified cells are eliminated from imaginal discs by MWI contractility
Related to Figure 6
(A) Relative loss of (A) fkh and (A') fkh, dIAP1-expressing RFP-positive clones compared to control RFP-
positive clones ((A) wt and (A') dIAP1-expressing clones, respectively) in Tie-Dye wing discs. RFP clones
expressed either RFP alone (light blue), fkh (light red), dIAP1 (dark blue) or fkh, dIAP1 (dark red). For each
disc, the number of control GFP-expressing clones was subtracted from the number of RFP-clones and
normalized to the number of GFP-clones for the respective clone size bin. This analysis utilizes the strength
of the Tie-Dye system as the data is normalized to intrinsic GFP-positive control clones for each clone size
bin and genotype.
Graphs represent the mean and SEM of the data (n=10 discs for wt, fkh, fkh, dIAP1 each; n=8 discs for
dIAP1). Number of GFP clones analyzed: GFP clones: wt (n=1738), fkh (n=1714), dIAP1 (n=1431), fkh,
dIAP1 (n=1572). RFP clones: wt (n=1861), fkh (n=997), dIAP1 (n=1381), fkh, dIAP1 (n=1221)
(B) Table listing p-values calculated to test for statistical significant difference in relative loss of RFP clones
(A, A') per clone size bin utilizing a one-tailed WMW-test. Red = p-val < 0.01. The analysis suggests that
fkh-expressing clones of less than 6 cells and fkh, dIAP1-expressing clones of 1 cell are significantly under-
represented in the data set. We thus chose these thresholds for further analysis.
(C) Analysis of relative loss of fkh and fkh, dIAP1-expressing RFP-positive clones compared to relevant
control RFP-positive clones binned into two statistically significant clone size categories (fkh 1-6 cells and
above 6 cells, fkh, dIAP1 1 cell clones and above 1 cell clones). Color code, genotype pairing and calcula-
tions are the same as in Fig. 6G and S6A. All graphs report mean and SEM. Significant differences between
non-parametrically distributed data sets was tested by applying a one-tailedWMW test. A one-tailedWelch's
t test was applied to normally distributed data sets with unequal variances. * = p-val < 0.01, ** = p-val <
0.001, ns= not significant. See Fig. S6D for detailed p-values. 10 discs were analyzed for wt, fkh and fkh,
dIAP1 genotypes each, 8 discs for dIAP1 controls.
(D) Table listing p-values calculated to test for statistical significant difference in relative loss of RFP clones
(data shown in Fig. 6G and Fig. S6C) per clone size bin as indicated. Significant differences between non-
parametrically distributed data sets were tested by applying a one-tailed WMW test. A one-tailed Welch's t
test was applied to normally distributed data sets with unequal variances. Red = p-val < 0.01.
(E) Table listing p-values calculated to test for statistical significant difference in relative apoptotic volume
ratios between fkh and fkh, dIAP1-expressing clones (data shown in Fig. 6I) per clone size bin as indicated.
Significant differences between data sets were tested by applying two-tailed WMW test. Red = p-val < 0.01.
(F, G) Tie-Dye imaginal discs 30 h after clone induction carrying neutral RFP-expressing clones (grey in F,
red in F''') or ci, RFP-expressing clones (grey in G, red in G''') and neutral GFP-expressing clones (grey in
F', G', green in F''', G'''). Discs were stained for Patched (Ptc) (grey in F'', G'', F''', G''') to visualize the A/P
boundary. White boxes frame higher magnification insets for overlays shown in F''' and G'''. Note general
loss of ci-expressing clones and persistence of larger clones in the posterior compartment.
(H, I) Boxplot (H) and mean relative area (I) occupied by neutral RFP-expressing or ci, RFP-expressing
clones normalized to neutral GFP clone area in the anterior and posterior compartment. Absolute clone
areas were quantified in 9 wt control and 11 ci-expressing Tie-Dye discs at 30 h after clone induction. Sig-
nificance of differences between data sets was tested by applying a two-tailed WMW test. (H) * = p-val <
0.01, ns= not significant. (I) Red = p-val < 0.01. (J) Single basolateral xy-sections of a wing pouch containing
fkh, dIAP1-expressing clones at 30 h after clone induction. Clones are marked by expression of GFP (J',



green in J'''). The disc was stained for phalloidin (J) and the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (J'', red in J'''). White
box frames higher magnification inset shown in J'''.
(K, L) Examples of Weka segmented masks (Fiji) used for quantitative analysis in Fig. 6 H, I derived from
images in Fig. S1I and Fig. S6J. Apoptotic volume (red) was tracked for each clone volume (green) in 3D.
A single xy-section is shown.
(M) Single basal xy-section of a wing pouch containing fkh, dIAP1-expressing cells (M', green in M''') at 30
h after clone induction. The disc was stained for phalloidin (M) and the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (M'', red in
M'''). Much of the apoptotic signal derives from wild type cells (examples highlighted by yellow arrowheads).
Dotted lines indicate positions at which xz cross-sections shown in Fig. 6J, K were reconstructed.
(N) Single basal xy-sections of a wing pouch containing fkh-expressing cells (N', green in N''') at 30 h after
clone induction. The disc was stained for phalloidin (N) and the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (N'', red in N''').
Much of the apoptotic signal derives from wild type cells (examples highlighted by yellow arrowheads).
(O, P) Single xy-sections of a wing discs containing ey-expressing cells (O', P', and green in O''', P''') in-
duced by a short 8 min heat-shock (O) and a long 25 min heat-shock (P), imaged 30 h after clone induction.
The disc was stained for phalloidin (O, P) and the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (O'', P'', red in O''', P'''). Whereas
apoptosis is mainly observed in small ey-expressing clones (O), much of the apoptotic signal derives from
wild type cells if surrounded by large domains of ey-expressing cells (P).



	
	
	

	

Table S1 

Genotypes and experimental conditions 

Detailed genotypes and experimental conditions (time-point of dissection, heat-shock length, egg 

collection/larval staging and use of spacer between coverslip and slide for microscopy) of data 

represented in individual figures 

Figure Genotype Time 
points 

Heat-
shock 

Egg-
coll. 

sp
ac
er 

 Figure 1     

1 A hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 54 h 40 min no no 

1 C hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-mRFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 0 h 45 min no yes 

1 D hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-mRFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 30 h 45 min no yes 

1 E, F hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-mRFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 54 h 45 min no yes 

1 G UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 0h 10 min  no yes 

1 H UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min  yes yes 

1 I UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 54 h 10 min  yes yes 

1 J-M hsflp [122] / +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / UAS-ci.HA.wt 54h 10 min  no yes 

1 N-Q hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-hop[TumL]; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / + 54 h  8 min no yes 

 Figure 2     

2 A UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 25 min yes yes 

2 B hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-ey ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ + 30 h 25 min yes yes 

2 D UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min  yes yes 

2 G hsflp [122] / UAS-fkh-3xHA; + / sqh-GFP; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-
RFP / + 30 h 10 min no yes 

2 H UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min no yes 

2 I hsflp [122] / UAS-fkh-3xHA; + / zip>GFP; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-
RFP /+ 30 h 10 min no yes 

2 J-K hsflp [122] / +; FRT42D ubi-mRFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26], vkg>GFP; 
+/+ 54 h 40 min no yes 

2 M, N hsflp [122]/ +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 54 h 10 min yes  yes 

2 L, O UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 54 h 10 min yes  yes 

 Figure 4     

3 F, G hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-p35; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-RFP / UAS-
RhoV14 54 h 10 min  no no 

3 H hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-p35; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-RFP / UAS-
RhoV14 54 h 10 min  no yes 

3 I-J hsflp [122] / + ; + / UAS-p35; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP / UAS-RhoV14 54 h 20 min  no yes 



	
	
	

	

 Figure 5     

4 F-J UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min yes yes 

 Figure 6     

5 A hsflp[122]/+; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/+; Act5C <stop 
<GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/+ 30h 7 min 24h no 

5 B UAS-fkh-3xHA/ hsflp[122]; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/+; 
Act5C <stop <GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/+ 30h 7 min 24h no 

5 C hsflp[122]/ Y; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/Sp or +; Act5C 
<stop <GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/UAS-dIAP 30h 7 min 24h no 

5 D UAS-fkh-3xHA/ hsflp[122]; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/Sp or 
+; Act5C <stop <GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/UAS-dIAP 30h 7 min 24h no 

5 J-K UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/UAS-dIAP 30 h 30 min no no 

5 L,M,O hsflp [122] / Y or +; UAS-RasV12 / + ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30h 10 min no  no 

5 P,Q,R hsflp [122] / Y or +; UAS-RasV12 / + ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30h 27 min no no 

5 N hsflp [122] / Y or +; Sp / CyO ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min no no 

 Figure S1     

S1 A-B hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[1b8]recA; +/+ 27 h 60 min no no 

S1 C hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[1b8]recA; +/+ 72 h 60 min no no 

S1 D-E hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[1b8]recA, yki[B5]; +/+ 27 h 60 min no  no  

S1 F hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[1b8]recA, yki[B5]; +/+ 72 h 60 min no no 

S1 G hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 54 h 40 min no no 

S1 H hep[r75]/Y; FRT42D ubi-eGFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; T155 Gal4 
UAS-flp/+ / / no no 

S1 I UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 7 min no no 

S1 J-K UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / UAS-p35; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 54 h 10 min no yes 

S1 L UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ UAS-
dIAP 54 h 10 min no yes 

 Figure S2     

S2 A hsflp [122]/ +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 30 h 10 min yes yes 

S2 A` hsflp [122]/ +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 30 h 25 min yes yes 

S2 B UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min yes yes 

S2 B` UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 25 min yes yes 

S2 C hsflp [122]/ +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 54 h 10 min yes yes 



	
	
	

	

S2 C` hsflp [122]/ +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 54 h 25 min yes yes 

S2 D, E UAS-fkh-3xHA /  +, act > CD2 > GAL4, UAS GFP/ +; MKRS hsflp / +  54 h 60 min no no 

S2 D`, E` UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 54 h 40 min no no 

S2 H` act > CD2 > GAL4, UAS GFP/ UAS-AbdB; MKRS hsflp / +  54 h 60 min no no 

S2 F` hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-AbdB ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ + 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 G`, I` hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-AbdB ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ + 54 h 40 min no no 

S2 L` act > CD2 > GAL4, UAS GFP/ UAS-ey; MKRS hsflp / +  54 h 60 min no no 

S2 J` hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-ey ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ + 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 K`, M` hsflp [122] / +; + / UAS-ey ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ + 54 h 40 min no no 

S2 N`` hsflp [122] / +; + / + ; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ UAS-fln-HA3 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 N` hsflp [122] / +; +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP/ UAS-dmyc 54 h 10 min no yes 

S2 P`-P``` hsflp [122] / +; +/ +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / UAS-tkv.CA 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 Q`-Q``` hsflp [122] / UAS-armS10; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / + 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 R`-R``` hsflp [122] / +; + / +; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-RFP / UAS-vg 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 S`-S``` hsflp [122] / +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / UAS-hth 54 h 10 min no no 

S2 U`-U`` hsflp [122] / +; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS GFP / UAS-ci.HA.wt 54 h 30 min no yes 

  Figure S3         

S4 A-B hsflp [122] / UAS-fkh-3xHA; + / sqh-GFP; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-
RFP / + 30 h 10 min no yes 

S4 C-D UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min no yes 

S4 E-F hsflp [122] / UAS-fkh-3xHA; + / zip>GFP; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-
RFP /+ 30 h 10 min no yes 

S4 G-H UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min  no yes 

S4 I-J hsflp [122] / UAS-fkh-3xHA; + / +; Act5C.GAL4 (FRT.CD2), UAS-RFP / 
sqh>MoeGFP 30 h 15 min no  yes 

S4 K-M UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; +/ +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min  no yes 

S4 N, P UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 10 min yes yes 

S4 O, Q UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 15 min yes yes 

 Figure S6     

S6 F hsflp[122]/+ or Y; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/Sp; Act5C 
<stop <GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/Dr 30 h 7 min 24 h no 

S6 G hsflp[122]/+ or Y; ubi <stop <GFPnls, act5C <stop <lacZnls/Sp; Act5C 
<stop <GAL4, UAS-his2A::RFP/UAS-ci.HA.wt 30 h 7 min 24 h no 



	
	
	

	

S6 J UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/UAS-dIAP 30 h 7 min no no 

S6 K UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 7 min no no 

S6 L UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/UAS-dIAP 30 h 7 min no no 

S6 M UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/UAS-dIAP 30 h 30 min no no 

S6 N UAS-fkh-3xHA / hsflp [122]; + / +; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/+ 30 h 30 min no no 

S6 O hsflp [122] / + or Y; + /  UAS-ey; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 30h 7 min no  no 

S6 P hsflp [122] / + or Y; + /  UAS-ey; act > y[+] > GAL4, UAS-GFP/ + 30h 30 min no  no 

 Movie S1     

  hsflp [122] /+;  FRT42D ubi-mRFP / FRT42D Psc-Su(z)2[XL26]; +/+ 102 h 45 min no yes 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Supplemental experimental procedures

Drosophila genetics

For detailed fly genotypes and heat-shock induction conditions please refer to Table S1. Briefly, all crosses
were kept on standard media at 25◦C. FLP/FRT and 'GAL4/UAS flip-out' overexpression experiments uti-
lized heat-shock-driven expression of a flipase. The respective crosses were allowed to lay eggs for 72 h at
25◦C followed by a heat-shock at 37◦C for 40-60 min (FLP/FRT) or 5-25 min ('GAL4/UAS flip-out'). Larvae
were dissected at wandering 3rd instar stage or as indicated (0 h, 30 h, 54 h or 102 h after heat-shock).
To generate tightly staged larval populations for clone shape and actin intensity quantification experiments
(Fig. 2 & 5), crosses were allowed to lay eggs for 7 h on grape plates. 1st instar larvae were transferred to
standard media 24 h later (50 larvae per vial) and heat-shocked 72 h AEL at 37◦C. For Tie-Dye experiments
(Fig. 6), crosses were allowed to lay eggs on standard media for 24 h at 18◦C to prevent early induction
of flipase expression. 34 h after start of egg lay, vials were transferred to 25◦C and 72 h after egg lay,
larvae were subjected to a heat-shock at 37◦C for 7 min. Larvae were dissected 30 h after heat-shock and
analyzed as described below.

Immunohistochemistry and imaging

Imaginal discs were dissected and fixed in 4% formaldehyde/PBS for 18 min at room temperature. Washes
and blocking were performed in PBS + 0.1 Triton X-100 (PBT) and PBT+5% normal goat serum, respec-
tively. Discs were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4◦C: guinea pig anti-Spaghetti-squash
1P (1:400, gift from Robert Ward), mouse anti-βPS-Integrin (1:10, DSHB, CF.6G11), rabbit anti-phospho-
Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin (1:500, Cell Signaling, #3149), mouse-anti Rho1 (1:100, DSHB, p1D9), mouse anti-
wingless (1:100, DSHB, 4D4), mouse anti-patched (1:20, DSHB, Apa1), rabbit anti-Cleaved Drosophila
Dcp-1 (1:250) (Cell Signaling, #9578). Discs were counterstained with DAPI (0.25 ng/µl, Sigma), Phal-
loidin (Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 647 phalloidin,1:100, Molecular Probes, or Phalloidin-TRITC, 1:400,
Sigma). Secondary antibodies (coupled to Alexa Fluorophores, Molecular Probes) were incubated for 2 h at
room temperature. Discs were mounted using Molecular Probes Antifade Reagents (#S2828). To prevent
squeezing of samples by coverslips, two stripes of double-sided tape (Tesa, #05338) were placed on the
slide. Samples were imaged using a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope equipped with HCX PL APO
Lambda Blue 20x (NA 0.7) and HCX PL APO Lambda Blue 63x (NA 1.4) lenses. Images were processed
and analyzed using Fiji (ImageJ 1.48b).

Collagenase treatment

Wing imaginal discs were incubated for 12 min in 200 µl - 400 µl of Collagenase (CLSPA; Worthington
Biochemical Corp, 1000 u/ml + 2 mM CaCl2 and 2mM MgCl2). Discs were immediately fixed for 18 min in
4% PFA/PBS and processed as described above.



Image Analysis and Quantification using Fiji

General information on imaging conditions

For all clone shape quantifications at least 3 imaginal discs were analyzed. To obtain an overview of the
pouch, a stack was imaged using a 63x objective (zoom 1, xy 0.24 µm, z 1.51 - 2.98 µm). Subsequently,
selected regions were imaged at higher magnification (zoom 3, xy 0.08 µm, zoom 2.5 xy 0.096 µm, z 0.42
- 1.0 µm). Channels were merged in FIJI and cropped stacks representing individual clones were used for
nuclei counting, clone volume and circularity measurements. For Tie-Dye experiments, image stacks of the
pouch and hinge region (20x objective, xy 0.45 - 0.54 µm, z 2.01 - 2.18 µm) were generated and analyzed.
For Dcp-1 quantifications, image stack using a 63x objective (zoom 1, xy 0.24 µm, z 2.01 - 3.48 µm) were
analyzed.

General information on statistical analysis of imaging data

Every data set was checked for normality of distribution and homogeneity of variances by applying Shapiro's
and Bartlett's test, respectively. The α value for each analysis was set to 0.01 (α = 0.01). Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test (WSR), Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (WMW) andWelch's t-test were applied as indicated in figure
legends.

Quantification of actin intensities (Fig. 2)

Actin intensities were measured on reconstructed xz-cross-section (reslice tool, 1 µm spacing, top and left
reslice) from zoom 1 image stacks. In overlay stacks of phalloidin and clonal marker, the section at a vertical
position through the center of radially symmetric clones was identified. Apical junctions and lateral surfaces
were selected and average fluorescence intensity measured using the 'measure' tool. For each clone, the
two lateral MWI interfaces, up to 8 cell surfaces inside the clone and up to 15 cell surfaces outside the clone,
near the MWI, were measured. Data points were averaged to obtain 1 value for wt/wt, wt/mis and mis/mis
interfaces for each clone. These values were then normalized to the average mean intensity of actin staining
on wt/wt interfaces within an experimental series.

Quantification of clone volumes (Fig. 5)

To determine volumes of individual clones, the GFP-signal defining the clone volume was used to generate a
quantificationmask employing the 'Threshold' (settings: default, stack histogram, dark background, between
5-30) and 'Remove outlier' (settings: black and white pixel removal with radii 0.5-2 at a threshold of 50)
function of Fiji. The resulting binary mask was used to measure clone area in each section using the 'Analyze
particles' function (settings: size (micron2̂): usually 10-Infinity for zoom 3 images and 5-Infinity for zoom
1 images, Circularity 0.00-1.00). To control if the clone area was well defined, the stack displaying the
outlines of measured particles was merged with the original GFP stack and manually validated. Particle
area measurements in all sections for each clone were summed up and multiplied with z-stack step size to
obtain clone volumes.



Quantification of cell number and average cell volumes (Fig. 5)

Nuclei counts were obtained using reslices of zoom 3 image stacks. In an overlay stack between DAPI and
clonal marker, nuclei were tracked through each slice and counted with the help of the text tool of Fiji. An
average cell volume for each experimental condition was calculated by dividing the clone volume obtained
above by nuclear counts for each individual clone. Average cell volumes obtained in zoom 3 images were
used to extrapolate cell numbers from the GFP-volume measured for additional clones imaged at zoom 1
for the same experimental conditions.

Circularity measurements (Fig. 3)

To calculate circularity of fkh-overexpressing and neutral wild type clones, we used image stacks of discs
that were heat-shocked for 10min and analyzed 30 h and 54 h later, as well as disc heat-shock for 25 min
and analyzed 30 h after clone induction. A section at exactly a third (for fkh-expressing clones) and a fifth (for
RhoV 14-expressing clones) of the disc height from the most basal section was identified and used for tracing
a clone outline with the help of the polygon tool in Fiji. Area and perimeter of this region were measured and
circularity was defined using the following equation:

C = 4π
Area

Perimeter2
. (1)

Quantification of wild type cell volumes

To quantify cell volumes and aspect ratios of wild type cells we analyzed stage-matched wild type imaginal
discs derived from a neutral control cross or wild type cells next to fkh-overexpressing cells. Based on a
phalloidin counterstain, 2 regions within the same stack were chosen for analysis: 15-25 wild type cells with
(1) small apical cell areas and (2) big apical areas. This approach was chosen to reflect the endogenous
diversity of cell shapes in imaginal discs. The height of cells was defined in a reslice and multiplied by the
apical area of all selected cells. An average wild type cell volume was obtained by dividing the resulting
volume through the number of selected cells.

Experimental clone shape analysis (Fig. 5)

To quantify experimental clone shapes and to compare them to computational simulations, we extracted
characteristic shape coordinates for each clone. Precision of coordinate selection was verified between
zoom 3 and zoom 1 image stacks. Zoom 1 image data was then used for further analysis because more
clones could be sampled. Coordinates were defined using the Fiji Point picker tool. From each coordinate
set, 4 characteristic quantities were extracted using MATLAB. First the apical surface of the wild type tissue
was identified by the least-square fit of a linear function through all apical wild type points. Tissue height h
was defined as the average distance of all basal wild type points to the apical surface. The absolute apical
indentation ua for each clone was defined as distance of the apical midpoint of the cyst from the apical
wild type surface. Analogously, the basal deformation ub was defined as the distance of the basal clone
midpoint to a straight line fitted through basal wild type points. The apical and the basal width wa and wb

are defined as the distance between the left and right clone interfaces apically and basally, respectively. As
final step the measurements were normalized with the height h of the surrounding tissue, to obtain relative
tissue deformations. For each clone, these normalised quantities were obtained in two perpendicular cross



sections and then averaged, to account for small deviations from a rotationally symmetric clone shape.
These relative deformations ua/h, ub/h, wa/h and wb/h are plotted as a function of the clone size in Fig. 4
for the optimal parameter set and in Fig. S5 for variations around this set.

Tie-Dye clone size frequency - fkh and fkh, dIAP (Fig. 6)

Imaginal disc of all Tie-Dye genotypes were counterstained with DAPI and phalloidin and were processed in
Fiji as follows: Peripodial membrane clones were excluded from the analysis and deleted in both GFP and
RFP channels manually using the polygon and clear function. Since a majority of the Tie-Dye signal in the
notum derives from adepithelial cells, the ROI set for subsequent analysis only considered the pouch and
hinge regions of the disc. To identify the optimal fluorescence threshold for RFP and GFP masks, different
thresholds were tested. This was done by choosing a threshold, removing outliers and generating outlines of
the resulting mask. Mask outlines were merged with original images and checked for visual match with GFP
and RFP borders. GFP and RFP thresholds were determined separately for each disc, but were validated
by optimal fit and similar volume measurements for clones that express both GFP and RFP.
We decided to exclude GFP/RFP double-labeled clones from our final analysis because small differences in
GFP and RFP masks would have caused us to systematically underestimate their size. We therefore only
selected GFP or RFP positive clones by subtracting the mask of GFP from that of RFP and vice versa using
the image calculator tool. In the resulting masks (GFP only, RFP only) outliers were removed by a series of
'Remove outlier' commands (settings: black and white pixel removal with radii 0.5-3 at a threshold of 50).
Mask holes were filled using the 'Fill holes' tool.
The resulting GFP only and RFP only masks were analyzed using the 3D object counter (Version V2.0,
Threshold 128, No exclusion of size or edges, Maps to show: Objects, Results table to show: Summary,
Statistics). Volume measurements were transferred to Excel. 3-4 small clones per disc where selected from
the object map, identified in original image and nuclei were counted for each clone. The clone volume as
determined by the 3D analysis was divided by the number of nuclei to obtain an average nuclei volume for
each genotype.
GFP and RFP volumes below an empirically determined minimum cell volume for each genotype were
excluded from the analysis. All remaining data points were binned into multiples of empirically determined
average cell volumes for each genotype. Relative loss of RFP clones was calculated for each chosen bin:
(RFP clone count - GFP clone count) / GFP clone count within the analyzed bin.

Clone size quantification in ci-expressing Tie-Dye discs (Fig. S6)

ci-expressing and control Tie-Dye wing imaginal discs were counterstained with DAPI and Patched (Ptc)
to mark the anterior/posterior compartment boundary. Image stacks were processed and analyzed in Fiji
as follows: ROIs for the total pouch, the anterior and posterior compartment were generated on maximum
projections of the Ptc staining. Maximum projections of GFP and RFP image substacks that included all
clones in the pouch were created and segmentation masks using the threshold function followed by a series
of 'Remove outlier' commands were established. GFP positive clones were selected by subtracting the RFP
mask from the GFPmask using the image calculator tool. GFP and RFP clone areas in the whole pouch, the
posterior and the anterior compartment were measured using the 'Analyze particle' function within previously
defined ROIs.



Dcp-1 volume quantification (Fig. 6)

Imaginal disc carrying regular GAL4/UAS flip-out clones expressing fkh or fkh, dIAP were stained for Dcp-1,
DAPI and phalloidin. Images were processed in Fiji as follows: Peripodial membrane clones were excluded
from the analysis and manually deleted (GFP channel) using the polygon and clear function. Each image
plane was classified in background, clone and Dcp-1 signal using the trainable Weka segmentation tool and
segmentation holes were filled using the 'Fill Hole' function. The quality of the segmentation was verified
visually. Dcp-1 signal that was not part of a flip-out clone was removed by combining Dcp-1 and GFP masks
with a logical AND operation. Segmented image planes were used to reconstruct 3D objects of clonal and
Dcp-1 stainings. For each clone, the total volume, the volume of all included Dcp-1 sites was determined. All
3D operations were performed with custom macros using the API of the 3D ImageJ Suite. For defining the
average cell volume, 3-4 clones were selected per disc, nuclei within the clones were counted and divided by
clone volume. GFP volumes below an empirically determined minimum cell volume for each genotype were
excluded from the analysis. All remaining data points were binned into multiples of empirically determined
average cell volumes for each genotype.



Modeling procedures

A 3D Vertex Model for simple epithelia

In this section we introduce and motivate a 3D Vertex Model for epithelial mechanics, which is then applied
to quantitatively understand the formation of cysts in the Drosophila imaginal wing disc as a function of the
distribution of forces generated inside the disc. Our 3D Vertex Model can be seen as a generalisation of the
2D vertex model [S3], where both apical and basal cell surfaces are taken into account, and the epithelium
can deform in 3 dimensions.
We start by describing in detail how the epithelium is represented by a set of vertices, after which we show
how internal and external forces are included in the vertex model description. In the last parts of the intro-
duction we describe how topological transitions are implemented in our 3D Vertex Model and we provide
details on how the simulations were carried out.

Geometry of the 3D Vertex Model

In the 3D Vertex Model the tissue is represented by a set of vertices. We distinguish a set of apical and
basal vertices with positions xa and xb, associated with the epithelium's apical and basal surfaces. Vertices
are connected by a network of apical, basal and lateral bonds which represent the cell outlines. The apical
and basal vertices and bond networks are taken to have the same topology, but can have different positions
(Fig.3). Lateral bonds therefore simply connect each apical vertex to its basal counterpart.
Each cell α is represented by a set of M apical and basal vertices xα,ia and xα,ib (i = 1...M) and their asso-
ciated bonds. Because vertices constituting a surface are not necessarily coplanar, the surface enclosing
the cell has to be defined. Each interface k is defined by a subset of vertices xk1 , xk2 , ..., xkN . The contour line
C of the surface is then given by the path (xk1 − xk2 − ...− xkN − xk1) and the associated centre of mass ck is
defined as:

ck =
1

L

∫
C

r(s)ds (2)

=
1∑

i |xki − xki+1|
∑
i

|xki − xki+1|
xki + xki+1

2
, (3)

where r(s) is a vector pointing on the contour C, s is an Euclidean coordinate going along the contour C,
and the sum over vertices i, j is performed on vertices belonging to the interface k. We then use the center
of mass point ck to generate a triangulation of the interface k, by joining the center of mass ck with all
vertices belonging to the interface. Each cell is therefore enclosed by a set of planar triangles (Fig.3C) and
the triangulation is used to compute cell volume as well as the apical, basal and lateral surface areas.

Mechanical forces in the 3D Vertex Model

In the vertexmodel forces act to displace vertices that describe the epithelium. These forces are derived from
a virtual work, based on the tensions generated inside the epithelium and external mechanical constraints.
To emphasise the different contributions, the virtual work δW is written as the sum of the work exerted within



the epithelium δWi and outside the epithelium δWe:

δW = δWi + δWe. (4)

The details of these contributions are given in the following sections.

Internal forces

The internal virtual work is written

δWi =
∑
k

TkδAk +
∑
i,j

Λijδlij −
∑
α

PαδVα, (5)

where the indices i, j label vertices, the index k labels interfaces, and the index α labels cells. The volume
of cell α, the surface area of interface k and the length of the bond joining the vertices i and j are denoted
Vα, Ak, and lij respectively. The pressure acting in cell α is denoted Pα, the surface tension on interface
k, Tk, and the line tension acting on the bond ⟨i, j⟩, Λij . Surface tensions Tk and line tensions Λij are
thought to arise from the actomyosin cortical cytoskeleton. The contractility of myosin molecular motors
in the surface actin network leads to the establishment of a surface tension [S4]. In general the tensions
generated in surfaces and along lines can depend on the area of the surface or the length of the actin cable
(i.e. Tk = Tk(Ak), Λij = Λij(lij)). For cyst simulations, we assume that all surfaces have a constant tension
if their area is larger than a preset threshold, but if further constricted they exhibit a linearly elastic behaviour
towards a preferred area value:

Tk(Ak) =

T 0
k for Ak > A0

k

T ∗
k + Ak

A0
k
(T 0

k − T ∗
k ) for 0 ≤ Ak < A0

k.
(6)

This choice is motivated by the experimental observation that apical surfaces vanish rarely completely during
cyst formation. Only apical cell surfaces were assumed to experience this elasticity and for them we chose
in simulations A0

k = Ā/2 and T ∗
k = −T 0

k , with Ā being the average apical surface area of wildtype cells. Line
tensions are assumed to be constant and independent of the length of the bond.
Cells are assumed to be able to maintain a preferred volume. The cell pressure Pα is taken to be linear in
the deviation of the volume from the preferred volume

Pα = −Kα(Vα − V 0
α ), (7)

where V 0
α is the preferred cell volume of cell α and the proportionality constantKα is its bulk elastic modulus.

In this study, Kα is chosen large enough that cells are close to incompressibility, with a relative deviation of
the cells' volume from their preferred volume smaller than 0.001.

External forces acting on the epithelium

We take into account two additional forces: an external in-plane surface tension constraining the area of the
tissue, and a term representing tissue attachment to the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is considered



to be a flat surface located at z = 0. The external virtual work then reads

δWe =
∑
v

kvxvδxv − TextδA
tot, (8)

where the distance of a vertex v to the closest ECM point is denoted xv, and the total tissue surface area is
denotedAtot. The springmodulus kv represents elastic bonds attaching the tissue to the extracellular matrix,
and it is non-zero only for basal vertices as the apical tissue surface is not connected to the ECM. In the
wing disc, experimental evidence indicates that the tissue is under compression, Text < 0. The compression
forces possibly arise from global constraints imposed by the ECM, which surrounds the wing disc. Indeed,
removal of the ECM leads to area expansion of the tissue (Fig.S4D-G).

Forces acting on vertices

The force Fi that acts on vertex xi can then be obtained by taking the derivative of the virtual work with
respect to the vertex position (Fig. 3A):

Fi = −∂W

∂xi
. (9)

Note that the centers of mass of the surfaces are not taken as degrees of freedom (cf. Eq. 3), but have to
be considered in the calculation of the forces acting on the single vertices. To clarify this, we note that the
virtual work introduced in Eq. 4 is in general a function of the positions of the vertices and centers of mass,
δW̄ (xi, ci). As the centers of mass depend on vertices positions through Eq. 3, the virtual work in Eq. 9
can be obtained from

δW (xi) = δW̄ (xi, ck(xi)), (10)

such that the force on any vertex i can be obtained as follows:

Fi = −∂W̄

∂xi
−

M∑
k=1

∂W̄

∂ck
∂ck
∂xi

. (11)

The tissue is in equilibrium if the forces on all vertices i vanish:

Fi = 0. (12)

Topological transitions

In addition to changes in the position of vertices the tissue can undergo T1 topological transitions, in the
course of which cells exchange neighbours. Transitions occur through the shrinkage of the interface in
between two cells and the expansion of a new interface between two cells which were previously not in
contact.
We impose here that T1 topological transitions must occur both on the apical and the basal side, such that
both networks maintain the same topology. In the implementation of the 3D Vertex Model, a T1 transition
occurs if the apical and the basal length of an edge e fall under the threshold length lT1 and the forces acting
on the vertices of the edge tend to further reduce the apical and basal length of the edge (Fig. S4A). In the
exemplary illustration the edge e, common to cells 2 and 4, is then replaced by a single fourfold vertex. This



new vertex can be replaced by a new bond, connecting the cells 2 and 4 which were previously unconnected.
To decide if this topological transition is performed, a hypothetic new bond e1,3 is introduced between the two
cells 1 and 3, with the direction of the apical/basal edge obtained by connecting the apical/basal cell centres
of the other two cells. The apical and basal cell centres of cell α are denoted Mα

a and Mα
b respectively. We

denote F2
a and F4

a the forces acting on the apical vertices of the hypothetic edge e which are part of cell 2
and 4, and F2

b and F4
b the respective forces on the basal vertices. The separating forces for the hypothetic

edge e1,3 are given by the projection of the force on the opening direction:

f1,3
a = (F2

a − F4
a) ·

M2
a −M4

a

|M2
a −M4

a|
(13)

f1,3
b = (F2

b − F4
b) ·

M2
a −M4

a

|M2
a −M4

a|
(14)

f1,3 = f1,3
a + f1,3

b . (15)

The hypothetic edge e1,3 is allowed to open if both apical and basal opening forces are positive f1,3
a >

0, f1,3
b > 0. The newly established edge is assigned the initial apical and basal lengths lnewa and lnewb .

The topology remains unchanged and the fourfold vertex is conserved if the formation of the new edge is
unfavourable.

3D Vertex Model implementation for the numerical study of cyst formation

Periodic boundary conditions

In the simulation of the wing disc in the 3D Vertex Model, the epithelium is assumed to have periodic bound-
ary conditions in x and y directions. A rectangular box with sizes Lx and Ly is therefore used for simulations
(Fig.S4B). The size of the box is not fixed, and the positions of all vertices in the box are affinely rescaled
when the lengths Lx and Ly are modified: under a change of tissue size Lx → Lx + δLx, Ly → Ly + δLy

every position P changes according to

P →


Lx+δLx

Lx
0 0

0
Ly+δLy

Ly
0

0 0 1

P. (16)

The equilibrium system size (Fig.S4C) is obtained through the force balance equations:

∂W

∂Lx
=

∂Wi(Lx, Ly)

∂Lx
− TextLy = 0 (17)

∂W

∂Ly
=

∂Wi(Lx, Ly)

∂Ly
− TextLx = 0. (18)

Starting configurations

Simulations were performed with a tissue containing 2000 cells. To obtain different starting configurations
of the tissue, random tissues were created by performing a 2D Voronoi tessellation of randomly distributed
points in a periodic box of size L0

x × L0
y . Apical and basal vertices were then assigned the same x and y

coordinates, but different z coordinates (Fig.S4B). This random initial configuration was then relaxed to an
equilibrium shape by minimising the work function with respect to system size, vertex positions and topology



(Fig.S4C). For each set of examined mechanical parameters and each cyst size, we ran simulations with
15 different starting configurations of the tissue.

Minimisation algorithm

For the choice of the virtual work function we use for cyst simulations, δW can be integrated to yield

W =
∑
α

−PαVα +
∑
k

Wk(Ak) +
∑
ij

Λij lij +
∑
v

kv
2
d2v − TextA

tot, (19)

where Wk(Ak) =
∫ Ak

0
Tk(Ãk)dÃk. For a fixed topology of the network of bonds and vertices, the work W

can be minimised with respect to the position of the vertices and the system size Lx, Ly to find mechanical
equilibrium configurations of the network. This is numerically done in a C++ implementation of the Polak-
Ribiére conjugate gradient algorithm [S5].

Clone specification

An initial clone consisting ofN mutant cells is created by assigning mutant properties to theN cells closest to
an arbitrarily selected point in the relaxed homogeneous tissue (Fig.4A). To account for interface contraction,
changes are applied to apical line and/or lateral surface tension at the interfaces between the two different
cell populations, whereas all other mechanical properties of the mutant cells remain unchanged (Fig.4D-E).
To account for increased bulk contraction in simulations, the lateral interface tension between mutant cells
has been changed in comparison to the lateral surface tension between wild type cells, with the interface
tension between mutant and wild type cells being the arithmetic mean of the two (Fig.4B-C).

Parameter search

In this section, we describe the parameter search procedure that was performed to reproduce the experi-
mental dependency of four clone geometrical measurements on the number of cells in the clone Nc (Fig.
5C-D). Simulations involve 10 independent parameters listed in Table 1. Renormalising all lengths with the
reference length scale l0 = (V0)

1/3 and line and surface tensions by the surface tensions Tl leaves 8 re-
maining unknown parameters.
To account for the shape of the wild type tissue, two additional constraints were introduced that we now
describe. Eq. 67 is then used to obtain an relation between the average tissue aspect ratio β = ⟨h/

√
A⟩

and the external tension acting on the tissue Text:

β ≃ γa(β) + γb(β)− Text
31/4√

2
Tl

. (20)

γa and γb denote the total tensions acting in the apical and basal surfaces of the tissue, and the correspond-
ing expressions are given in Equations 68 and 69. Note that Eq. 67 was obtained for a regular hexagonal
packing, and we assume it holds approximately true for the disordered packing considered here.
The average wild type aspect ratio of the pouch in the presence of the ECM was found to be βwt ≃ 16.2

(Fig.S4F). The ECM possibly exerts an external tension Text on the tissue, and to estimate this tension the
relaxation of the tissue after the removal of the ECM was analysed (Fig.S4D-G). Treatment of the wing discs



with collagenase led to significant ECM removal (Fig.S4D-E) and to the subsequent relaxation of the tissue
shape on timescales of minutes, in the course of which the pouch flattened and the cells assumed a new
aspect ratio βcoll ≃ 11.6 (Fig.S4F). Assuming that collagenase application only results in removal of me-
chanical constraints exerted by the ECM, this observation indicates the epithelium is under compression.
Denoting Twt

ext the compression due to the ECM, and T coll
ext the remaining compression after collagenase

treatment and removal of the ECM, the following two constraints enforce the tissue to have the right aspect
ratio in both cases:

βwt =
γa(β

wt) + γb(β
wt)− Twt

ext
31/4√

2
Tl

(21)

βcoll =
γa(β

coll) + γb(β
coll)− T coll

ext
31/4√

2
Tl

. (22)

Replacing the experimental values of βwt and βcoll in equalities 21 and 22 imposes two constraints on the
model parameters. Under these additional two constraints, a parameter search was performed to adjust
the 8 last parameters listed in Table 1. We verified that the apical line tension and lateral surface tension
around the clone must both be increased to explain experimental observations (Fig. S5C-G), we therefore
assume here for simplicity that they are increased by the same factor. For each set of tested parameters
450 simulations with 30 different cyst sizes and 15 different initial tissue configurations were run, from which
averages and standard error of the mean of the resulting cyst deformations were obtained, as shown in Fig.
5C-D. The corresponding curves of cyst deformation as a function of the number of cells within the cyst were
generated for ∼200 different parameter sets. The set of parameters given in Table 1 was found to give rise
to equilibrium shapes that closely resemble the experimental data. In order to identify the key mechanical
parameters controlling the deformations, simulations were run where only single parameters were changed
in comparison to the preferred set of parameters given in Table 1. The results are shown and described in
Supplementary Figure S5.

description parameter value
cell volume V0/l

3
0 1

lateral surface tension Tl/Tl 1.0
lateral surface tension around clone T c

l /Tl 3.0
apical surface tension Ta/Tl 3.1
basal surface tension Tb/Tl 6.95
external compression Text/Tl -4.2
apical line tension Λa/(l0Tl) 0.18

apical line tension around clone Λc
a/(l0Tl) 0.53

basal line tension Λb/(l0Tl) 0.18
stiffness of ECM attachment kv/Tl 5.0

Table 1: List of parameters obtained from comparison of the vertex model to clone shape measurements as
a function of clone size.



Description of cyst formation with a continuum theory

In this section an alternative modeling approach is introduced where the epithelium is represented by a thin
layer, coupled to a solid substrate by elastic links. The tissue mechanical properties are accounted for by
a Helfrich mechanical free energy based on the curvature and applied tension ([S6, S7]). An additional
term represents the elastic coupling of the tissue to the flat ECM. We use this continuum description to
derive conditions for the stability of a flat, homogeneous tissue. We also study the buckling threshold of a
clone subjected to compression due to an additional tension acting along its boundary. A similar question
of budding of a domain under line tension has been discussed for lipid membranes in [S8]. For a classical
introduction into the buckling of circular plates under a uniform load see for instance [S9, S10].

Parametrisation and the free energy

The tissue is described here as a thin 2D layer, where a point on the mid-surface representing the tissue X
is parametrised in the Monge gauge (Fig.S4H)

X = h(x, y)ez. (23)

The tissue has a bending rigidity κ which penalizes deviation of the local curvature C from the preferred
curvature C0. In addition, an elastic material with elastic modulus k is assumed to connect the tissue to the
underlying ECM, represented as a flat surface at position h = 0 (Fig.S4H). The corresponding mechanical
work for a region of tissue S then reads

W =

∫
S

dA

(
κ

2
C2 − κC0C + w0(ρ) +

k

2
h2

)
, (24)

where C = 1
R1

+ 1
R2

denotes the mean curvature with R1 and R2 the two principal radii, ρ is the cell density,
and w0 is the mechanical energy density at zero curvature and zero height. In the limit of weak bending
|∇h| ≪ 1, the work function reads at second order in height deviation

W ≈ W0 +

∫
dA

(
γ
(∇h)2

2
+

κ

2
(∆h)2 − κC0∆h+

k

2
h2

)
(25)

where we have introduced the surface tension γ = d(ρ−1w0)/d(ρ
−1).

Linear stability of the flat, homogeneous tissue

The tissue mid plane position is described here in the 2D Monge gauge by the height function h = h(t,x)
where x = (x, y) describes the position in the plane. The tissue is defined on a disc centred at the origin with
radius R, Ω(R) = {x : |x| ≤ R}. Introducing an effective friction coefficient α > 0, the dynamical equation
for the tissue height reads by differentiating Eq. 25 with respect to h:

α∂th(x, t) = −κ∆2h(x, t) + γ∆h− kh(x, t) (26)



with∆ = ∂2
x+∂2

y the Laplacian operator. If the tissue is periodic on the region Ω = [0, L]× [0, L], the Fourier
transform of h(x, t) on Ω is defined as:

h̃(q, t) =
∫
Ω

h(x, t)ei⟨q,x⟩dx (27)

for q ∈ Ω̃ = [1/L,∞] × [1/L,∞]. Denoting q = |q|, the dynamic equation (26) can be written in Fourier
space:

α∂th̃(q, t) = (−κq4 − γq2 − k)h̃(q, t), (28)

and therefore the criterion for mode q to be stable is

κq4 + γq2 + k > 0. (29)

In the case of an infinite tissue all modes q > 0 are allowed, such that an infinite tissue is stable only for
large enough tension γ:

γ > γ∗ = −2
√
κk. (30)

The above criterion implies that a large tissue under compression (γ < 0) is stable only if the tissue is
connected to the ECM with a nonzero attachment stiffness, k ̸= 0.

Stability analysis of a clamped circular tissue region subjected to a contractile
boundary

We consider here a stable tissue under tension γ0 > −2
√
κk. A circular region of the tissue is surrounded

by a contractile boundary exerting a line tension Λ (Fig.5A, Fig.S4H). The resulting compression γc on the
tissue circular region with radius R is then given by the law of Laplace:

γc = γ0 −
Λ

R
. (31)

For simplicity we consider that the circular region is clamped at its boundary. The dynamic equation for the
shape of the tissue region is given by Eq. 26 with γ = γc. We assume rotational symmetry of the tissue
region and denote r the radial coordinate. The clamped boundary conditions then read

h(R) = 0 (32)

∂rh(R) = 0. (33)

To study the stability of the circular tissue region, we make the following ansatz for h(r, t):

h(r, t) = h̃(r)est. (34)



We require that Im(s) = 0 and find that the tissue is unstable when a solution can be found for non-zero
h̃(r) and s > 0. Following this ansatz Eq. 26 can be rewritten

−κ∆2
rh̃(r) + γc∆rh̃(r)− (k + αs)h̃(r) = 0, (35)

where ∆r is the Laplacian in polar coordinates with rotational symmetry

∆r =
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
. (36)

The solution of Eq. 35 can be written

h̃(r, s) = AJ0(λ+r) +BJ0(λ−r) + CY0(χ+r) +DY0(χ−r), (37)

where we have introduced 4 unknown constants A, B, C, D which have to be specified by the boundary
conditions, and J0(x) and Y0(x) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. Because
Y0(x) diverges for x → 0 and the height function must stay finite for r → 0, it follows that C = D = 0. The
two inverse length scales λ± > 0 are solutions of the polynomial equation

κλ4
± + γcλ

2
± + (k + αs) = 0, (38)

which follows from the relation ∆rJ0(λr) = −λ2J0(λr). Solving Eq. 38, we find the following expressions
for λ+ and λ−:

λ± =

√
− γc
2κ

±
√

γ2
c

4κ2
− k + αs

κ
. (39)

Imposing the boundary conditions (32)-(33) then results in the following two relations

AJ0(λ+ R) +BJ0(λ− R) = 0 (40)

Aλ+J1(λ+ R) +Bλ−J1(λ− R) = 0, (41)

which have a non-zero solution for A and B provided that

F (s) = λ−J0(λ+ R)J1(λ− R)− λ+J0(λ− R)J1(λ+ R) = 0. (42)

where the dependency on s arises from λ+ and λ−. Solutions of Eq. 42 yields the rates of growth of
perturbations of the shape of the circular region. Stability of the circular tissue region requires that all these
solutions verifyRe(s) < 0. The stability threshold of the clone can be found by solving the equation F (0) = 0.
In doing so, a trivial solution λ+ = λ− can be discarded as it results in a vanishing height profile. To obtain
Figures S4K and S4L, we solve this equation numerically to obtain a phase diagram as a function of R and
Λ.
We now give analytical expressions for the boundaries of the stability diagram in simple limits. We first note
that in the limit of a large tissue region R → ∞, the stability criterion converges to the stability threshold of



an infinite tissue, γc > −2
√
κk (Eq. 30). As a result, for large R the circular tissue region is unstable for

R <
Λ

γ0 + 2
√
kκ

. (43)

Subsequently we find the stability line in the limit where there is no elastic attachment to the ECM, k = 0.
The stability threshold then reads simply

J1

(√
−γc
κ

R

)
= 0, (44)

which has solution only for γc < 0, as the region is always stable for γc > 0. Denoting j11 ≃ 3.832 the first
zero of the Bessel function J1 and using Eq. 31, the condition for the circular region to be unstable can be
rewritten

γ0R
2 − ΛR+ j211κ < 0 (45)

such that the sizes of unstable circular region are given for k = 0 by

Λ

2γ0
−

√(
Λ

2γ0

)2

− j211κ

γ0
< R <

Λ

2γ0
+

√(
Λ

2γ0

)2

− j211κ

γ0
for γ0 > 0 (46)

R >
j211κ

Λ
for γ0 = 0 (47)

R >
Λ

2γ0
+

√(
Λ

2γ0

)2

− j11
2κ

γ0
for γ0 < 0. (48)

The lower limit for all values of γ0 is R > j211κ/Λ for large Λ ≫
√

κ|γ0|. An upper limit to stability exists only
for positive tension γ0 > 0; for negative tension γ0 < 0 an infinite tissue is unstable, such that for R → ∞
the circular region is always unstable when k = 0. The asymptotic stability criterion 43 indicates however
that for k > 0 and γ0 < 0, a region of large stable tissue sizes arises at large R when the attaching spring
elasticity is large enough, k > γ2

0/(4κ).

Relation between the continuous model and the 3D Vertex Model

In this section the coarse grained parameters γ0, κ, k and Λ of the continuum theory are related to the
parameters of the 3D Vertex Model. The coarse grained tissue parameters are derived for a homogeneous
tissue of identical cells arranged in a hexagonal packing. A similar approach is used in Ref. [S11]. We also
do not discuss here anisotropic effects in the plane of the tissue. We take into account surface tensions
on lateral, apical, and basal surfaces (Tl, Ta and Tb respectively), apical and basal line tensions (Λa, Λb

respectively), elastic attachment of the vertices to the ECM (kv) and the external tension acting on the
tissue (Text). These parameters are taken here to be independent of the tissue geometry. The apical and
basal areas of cell α are denoted Aa

α and Ab
α, the perimeters are denoted P a

α and P b
α, the volume is denoted

Vα and the average Euclidean distance of the basal vertices to the ECM is denoted dα. Following these
assumptions, the mechanical energyWΩ of a region of tissue Ω can be written as a sum of the effective free



energies of cells contained in this region of tissue

WΩ =
∑
α∈Ω

(
K3D

2
(Vα − V 0)2 + T aAa

α + T bAb
α +

T l

2
Al

α +
Λa

2
P a
α +

Λb

2
P b
α + 2

kv
2
d2α

)
. (49)

where the factor 2 in the last term arises from the fact that each cell has on average 2 vertices. If all cells
are assumed to have the same shape, the corresponding energy density w = WΩρ/NΩ can be written:

w = ρ

(
K3D

2
(V − V 0)2 + T aAa + T bAb +

T l

2
Al +

Λa

2
P a +

Λb

2
P b + kvd

2

)
. (50)

with NΩ the number of cells within the piece of tissue Ω. We restrict ourselves here to cells with apical and
basal surfaces being regular hexagons.The energy density w(h,Ra, Rb) can then be reexpressed in terms
of the cell height h and apical and basal radii Ra and Rb. The apical, basal and lateral surface areas, apical
and basal perimeters and cell volume can indeed be related to h, Ra, Rb through the following relations:

Aa =
3
√
3

2
R2

a (51)

Ab =
3
√
3

2
R2

b (52)

Al = 3 (Ra +Rb)

√
h2 +

3

4
(Ra −Rb)2 (53)

P a = 6Ra (54)

P b = 6Rb (55)

V =

√
3

2
h
(
R2

a +R2
b +RaRb

)
. (56)

We consider here the limit K3D → ∞ where the cell volume V is constrained to be equal to the reference
volume V0. The energy density w(ρ,C, V0) can then be written in terms of the cell density ρ, the total tissue
curvature C and the reference volume V0 through the following change of variables (Fig.S4I-J):

ρ =
4

(
√
Aa +

√
Ab)2

=
8

3
√
3(Ra +Rb)2

(57)

C =
4(Rb −Ra)

(Ra +Rb)h
(58)

V0 =

√
3

2
h
(
R2

a +R2
b +RaRb

)
. (59)

For small curvature C, the energy density w can be expanded in power of the curvature C:

w(ρ,C, V0) ≃ w0(ρ, V0)− κC0C +
κ

2
C2 +

k

2
d2, (60)

where the bending modulus of the tissue κ and the preferred curvature C0 are functions of ρ, V0 and the
tissue line and surface tensions. In addition, we have intro cued the coarse-grained ECM elastic resistance
k = 2kvρ. We obtain below the explicit expressions for these two mechanical quantities.



Bending modulus and preferred curvature

The effective bending modulus of the tissue κ is given by

κ =
∂2w

∂C2

∣∣∣∣
C=0

(61)

=
T a + T b

8
V 2
0 ρ

2 +

√
2

8 · 33/4
TlV0

√
ρ
(√

3− V 2
0 ρ

3
)

(62)

and the preferred curvature of the tissue reads

C0 =
V0 ρ

2κ

(
(Ta − Tb) +

31/4√
2

√
ρ(Λa − Λb)

)
. (63)

Note that although κ can become negative for sufficiently large ρ, we have performed simulations here with
parameters such that κ > 0.

Total in-plane surface tension

The effective surface tension γ exerted by the tissue depends on the apical and basal surface tensions, the
apical and basal line tensions and the lateral surface tension:

γ =
d(ρ−1w0)

d(ρ−1)
(64)

= T a + T b +
31/4√

2

√
ρ(Λa + Λb)− 31/4√

2
ρ3/2TlV0. (65)

The effective surface tension exerted by the tissue has to be balanced by the external tension (i.e. Text = γ)
for the tissue to be in mechanical equilibrium.
We rewrite the expression for the external tension by introducing the cell aspect ratio

β =
h√
A
. (66)

With this definition, the total stress given in Eq. 65 can be rewritten

Text = γa(β) + γb(β)− β
31/4√

2
Tl, (67)

where the total tensions exerted in the apical and the basal plane of the tissue γa and γb are respectively
given by

γa(β) = Ta +
31/4√

2
β1/3Λa

l0
(68)

γb(β) = Tb +
31/4√

2
β1/3Λb

l0
. (69)



ECM elastic resistance

The coupling to the ECM in the 3D Vertex Model is represented by springs with spring constant kv, that
connect the basal vertices to the ECM. In a regular hexagonal packing every cell contains 6 vertices, which
it each shares with two neighbouring cells, giving rise to the following coarse grained parameter of ECM
attachment:

k =
6

3

kv
Aα

= 2kvρ. (70)

Clone boundary line tension

The excess tension due to the boundary effect around the clone can be due to an increase in apical and
basal line tensions, as well as in lateral surface tension, Λe

a, Λe
b and T e

l respectively, where the lateral surface
tension has to be integrated over the cell height:

Λ = Λe
a + Λe

b + T e
l V0ρ. (71)

Critical buckling radii in the 3D Vertex Model

Using expressions for the coarse grained mechanical parameters as functions of the tensions generated in
the 3D Vertex Model, an approximate critical buckling radii can be derived for simulations performed with the
set of mechanical parameters given in Table 1. This can be done by using the stability criterion 42 obtained
with the continuum theory and rewriting the continuum theory parameters in terms of the 3D Vertex Model
parameters.
In order to relate the simulations and the analytical calculations, we also have to estimate the number of
cells N in a circular clone with given radius R:

N = R2πρ. (72)

Then we can use the experimental value of the aspect ratio of cells β = h
√
ρ ≈ 16.2, to estimate the 2D cell

density ρ for a given fixed cellular volume V0:

ρ =

(
β

V0

)2/3

, (73)

and using the relations 62, 65, 70 and 71, the values of the normalised effective mechanical parameters in
simulations can be obtained:

κ/(Tll
2
0) ≃ 0.34 (74)

γ0/Tl ≃ −4.2 (75)

k/

(
Tl

l20

)
≃ 64.0 (76)

Λ/(β2/3l0 Tl + Λa) ≃ 2.0 (77)

These normalised parameter values are used in Supplementary Figure S4L to plot phase spaces of predicted
buckling instabilities for the simulations, assuming clamped boundaries of the clone.



Using the stability criterion given in Eq. 42, we show in Fig. S4L a phase diagram of buckling instability
for a clone clamped at its boundary, with the resulting coarse grained parameters obtained above. For
the increase in line tension corresponding to a 3-fold increase in apical line tension and lateral surface
tension, the predicted range of buckling lies between about 3 and 106 cells. The maximum value of cyst
formation is in qualitative agreement with the maximum size of observed cysts. Note however that the
clamped boundary conditions used in this calculation are different from 3D Vertex Model simulations where
the clone is embedded in the tissue.
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